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Happy Holidays!
The Cosmos will be
taking a short break.
There’ll be no paper next
week, July 5... We’ll
return to your mailbox
July 12 ! Our office will
be closed until July 9.

MOVIN’ ON - After four years together, Uxbridge Secondary School graduates will be taking many different roads to different places. The friends in our photo - from left, Cassie Anderson, Nicole Dnes, Bekka Vermey,
Carly McAdam and Vanessa Walsh - talk about those years, and what lies ahead, in our article on page 6.
Photo by Lisha Van Nieuwenhove.

Inside This Week’s Cosmos
CANADA DAY SPECIAL:
Hopping on a Canadian time machine our writers visit special moments
in our country’s history...
Pages 5, 7-18

Checkered White Butterfly, Ewen Trail by Renee Leahy
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The Uxbridge Cosmos
51 Toronto Street South
P.O. Box 190, Uxbridge L9P 1T1
Tel: 905-852-9181
Fax: 905-852-9674
Council and Committee
Meeting Schedule for July
Monday, July 16th
SPECIAL COUNCIL
9:30 a.m.
Tuesday, July 17th
Committee of Adjustment Meeting
7:00 p.m.
PLEASE NOTE: Township offices will
be closed Monday, July 2 for the
Canada Day long weekend. We will reopen Tuesday, July 3 for regular business hours, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

From The Tax Department...
2012 Final Tax Bills
All 2012 Final Tax Bills have been
mailed. Payments are due, on the due
dates (payments must be received or
paid on or before the due dates).
The Total Taxes Payable on the Final
Tax Bill are due in two (2) installments:
1st Installment Due: June 29, 2012
2nd Installment Due: Sept. 28, 2012
Please pay promptly to avoid penalty.
Penalty/interest of 1.25% is added on
the first day of default and the first day
of each calendar month thereafter.
Failure to receive a Tax Notice does
not excuse the taxpayer from responsibility for payment of taxes nor liability for any penalty or interest due to late
payments.
Tax payments can be made by the
following: In person, by Debit, Cheque
or Cash, by Mail (Post-dated cheques
are accepted), telephone & Internet
banking, drop box, or at most financial
institutions.
If you did not receive your Final
Property Tax Bill, please call the Tax
Department at 905-852-9181 ext. 211.
PLEASE RETAIN YOUR 2012 FINAL
TAX BILL FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES. If a reprinted tax bill or
receipt is required a fee of $10.00 plus
HST will apply.
Thank you, The Tax Department

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
EXTENDED HOURS
The Development Services Department
will be extending its hours of operation to
assist the public with their planning and
building projects on the following dates:
Tuesday, July 17, 2012
from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, August 21, 2012
from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Please use rear entrance. All other
departments will be open Monday to
Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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The Corporation of

The Township of Uxbridge
www.town.uxbridge.on.ca

THE TOWNSHIP OF UXBRIDGE ARENA

PART-TIME ATTENDANT POSITION
The Township of Uxbridge Arena is
looking for an energetic, reliable
mature individual to fill a Part-time
Arena Attendant Position. The position
will start after Labour Day and end
around the end of April. The position
will be a variety of day, nights and
weekend shifts. The successful candidate would be expected to work 50 to
100 per month. Preference will be
given to individuals that possess skills
in the following:
• Olympia Operations
• Ice Maintenance
• Janitorial Duties
• Customer Service
Interested individuals can drop off
resumes to the Municipal Office located at 51 Toronto Street South, L9P
1T1 to the attention of Ben Kester,
Director of Public Works and
Operations. Resumes will be accepted
up until July 20th.

An average of 400 Canadians drown
each year. Drowning is one of the
leading causes of death for Canadian
children aged one to four.
While the ability to swim is important, swimming skills alone aren't
always enough to save a life.
Learning water safety is key to preventing an emergency in or on the
water, and also teaches what to do if
you find yourself in an emergency situation. The Red Cross Swim program teaches both swimming skills,
and water safety knowledge and
skills - the most effective combination
in preventing water-related injuries
and fatalities. Enroll your child today
for summer swimming at Uxpool!
905-852-7831.

Canada Day on the
Museum Hill
NOTICE TO RESIDENTS
THAT HAVE A 2012
“REGULAR” BURNING PERMIT
The Uxbridge-Scott Historical Society
Invites you to enjoy a
family picnic at the museum,
games for all ages, and
cold drinks for $1,
starting at 6 p.m.
A great view of Fireworks!
7239 Concession Road 6
(just north of Brock Street)

RENAMING OF THE
ST. JOHN'S TRAINING SCHOOL /
KENNEDY HOUSE PROPERTY
Committee Members Wanted
We are looking for four individuals
who are interested in assisting us with
the process of short listing names for
consideration to Council for the former
St. John's Training School/Kennedy
House property.
If you are interested in participating in
the process and have some time to sit
on this committee please send a letter
of interest to Debbie Leroux, Director
of Legislative Services for the
Township of Uxbridge.
Please forward your letter of interest
no later than Thursday July 5, 2012.

Uxpool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .905-852-7831
Arena . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .905-852-3081
Historical Centre . . . . . . .905-852-5854
Animal Shelter . . . . . . . . .905-985-9547
Chamber of Commerce . .905-852-7683
Ux. BIA ...
905-852-9181 ext. 406

UXBRIDGE
PUBLIC LIBRARY

SWIMMING LESSONS ARE
FOR LIFE

The Uxbridge Fire Department would
like to remind residents who have an
active 2012 Open Air Fire Permit that
it is their responsibility to ensure the
fire is extinguished before sunset
each day you have a fire.
Residents who obtained a recreational fire permit are exempt from this
providing the size of the fire (.75m) is
not exceeded, the fire is in compliance
with the burning by-law and the permit
applicant or designate is in attendance at all times.
If you fail to extinguish the fire and
the Fire Department responds to your
property because you were not following the directions on the permit or your
fire was not in compliance with the
“Open Burning” by-law you may be
charged a fee for service for this
response.
Please contact the Fire Department
at 905-852-3393 during normal business hours if you have any questions.

Program Director, Pamela Noble,
905-852-9747,ext. 24
NOW OPEN AT 10 A.M.

LOOKING

FOR THINGS FOR THE KIDS TO DO
THIS SUMMER? Check out our website at

www.uxlib.com for super ways to fill up the
holidays! Activities and programs are planned
for school ages ALL summer long. *PAYMENT
for ALL PROGRAMS by CASH or CHEQUE.
NEW THIS YEAR:
1. MYTHS & MAKE BELIEVE DAY CAMP for
GRADES 1-4. Choose the week of July 9-13 or
July 16-20. This camp is designed to help children develop problem solving, self expression
and team work skills through a series of creative, interactive activities and crafts indoors
and outside. Lots of time to explore the library,
including laptop time/training. Students bring
a lunch and snacks. $95.00/week/child, 8:30
am-4:30 pm (earlier drop-off and pick-up available).
2. 'PRE-TEENS AT THE LIBRARY', Grds 6-8,
Thurs. nights, 6:30-8:00 pm. Cost: 1 'toonie'
Some of the programs planned so far include
Wii, spa night, Relic Hunter and an Amazing
Race/ Scavenger Hunt Drop-in, so no need to
pre-register!
INDIVIDUAL afternoon programs for Grds. Jk6 (Grd. as Sept.) as in previous years. July 3,
Grds. Jk-Sk & July 5, Grds 1-2, Medieval Magic;
July 4, Rdg. Club kick-off, grds. 2-7. Free.
Packets available in the children's Dept. until
July 23, for those unable to attend initial sign
up.

BABYSITTING COURSE.

Students
MUST be entering grade 6 & up. Two mornings,
July 4 & 5, 9:30 am-12:30 pm, Cost: $75.00,
payable by cash or cheque. Course designed
to increase confidence and provide the experience to be a great babysitter and/or just good
basic training for staying home alone! Also
some basic C.P.R. and first aid. Students bring
along a life-size doll or teddy bear for practice.
Snack, a handbook and wallet-sized completion card included.

Uxbridge Public Library 905-852-9747
Mon., Wed., Fri., Sat. 10 am - 5 pm
Tues., Thurs. 10 am - 9 pm
Sundays after Thanksgiving to May 24 weekend 1 pm - 5 pm

CELEBRATE
CANADA DAY!
July 1, 2012 at Elgin Park,
5 pm to fireworks
Family event with live entertainment, children's activities
and
great
food!
Donations at the gate appreciated.

Zephyr Library
905-473-2375
HOURS Tues., Thurs., 3 pm - 8 pm
Sat 10 am - 3 pm

Uxbridge Arts Association: . . .www.uxbridgearts.com
Township Library: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.uxlib.com
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Dragon boats raise big money for hospitals
Perfect weather conditions, the
enthusiasm of 1,400 paddlers,
more than 100 volunteers and
numerous visitors at Palmer Park
in Port Perry resulted in another
very successful Dragon Flies
Dragon Boat Festival.
At the end of the Festival Day
pledge submissions totaled more
than $155,000. Funds raised will
go towards increasing breast cancer
awareness, providing support programs and assisting breast cancer
survivors in the diagnosis and
treatment of breast cancer in four
local hospitals including Lakeridge
Health in Port Perry, Uxbridge
Cottage Hospital, Ross Memorial

Hospital in the City of Kawartha
Lakes and the R.S. McLaughlin
Durham Regional Cancer Centre
in Oshawa.
During the Breast Cancer
Ceremony breast cancer survivors
from the rafted dragon boats, as
well as paddlers and visitors from
the shore, tossed carnations into
Lake Scugog. The release of doves
into the air and songs of dedication
completed the moving tribute to
those who have lost their battle to
breast cancer, to show support to
those who are currently undergoing treatment, and to celebrate
those who have survived.
Survivors Abreast from

The Congregation of Trinity United Church formally
invites you to attend the first worship service led by

REVEREND KIRBY CONSTABLE
Sunday, July 1, 2012
Trinity United Church
20 First Avenue, Uxbridge
Fellowship time, with strawberry shortcake,
will follow the service in Friendship Hall.

WANTED: Trail Blazer!
Definition: pioneer, leader, innovator, entrepreneur,
creator, originator, initiator, catalyst, torchbearer
If this describes YOU then consider volunteering to join
the Uxbridge BIA (Business Improvement Area) Board
of Directors since you sound like a perfect fit for our
management team & we need your input!
Who we are: We're a small group of local
business/property owners/ managers who work for or
own a business located within the Uxbridge BIA boundary and want to be part of the group who initiates
change to help promote business in our town & plan
where our annual BIA budget is spent.
What we do: We openly share ideas for improving business for our 250 member businesses. We also interact
via email/phone/in person to discuss ideas/issues as
they arise,
When we meet: We meet monthly for our Board of
Directors meeting held at 6:30 pm the 2nd Tuesday
evening of each month
Where we meet: In the Grant room at the township
office
Why we meet: We want to inspire change!
We believe: Our new board is on the right track to
inspire shopping locally & we vote to ensure our voices
are heard
Our team wants to be: The catalyst to have the
Uxbridge business community Blaze a Trail
Who can join the Board of Directors: Any BIA property owner or person who either owns, manages or works
for an Uxbridge BIA Member business
If you're the Trailblazer we're looking for, then let us
know! Connect with The Uxbridge BIA via Facebook or
email businessfacilitator@uxbridgebia.ca and come sit
with us during our next meeting to find out more about
this opportunity!
Please send a letter of interest to the undersigned by
Tuesday, July 3rd, 2012.
Debbie Leroux,
Director of Legislative Services/Clerk
Township of Uxbridge
51 Toronto Street South, P.O. Box 190,
Uxbridge Ontario L9P 1T1
email: dleroux@town.uxbridge.on.ca

Peterborough
captured
the
Kawartha Breast Cancer Survivor
Race Challenge for the breast cancer survivor teams. The Brainwaves
topped the all female division, and
the Keel Haulers claimed top honors in the mixed crew division.
Scugog Womens Hockey Sistoars
was the highest pledge donor team.
The top individual pledge donor
was Brenda Malcolm from the
Paddlers with Purpose team.
Second and third pledge donor
teams were Canterbury Silver
Dragons and Paddlers with
Purpose respectively. Second and
third place individual pledge
donors were Neil Simpson from
the Canterbury Silver Dragons and
Lynda Hyland from Iris and Ted's
Dragons. Fourth and fifth place
winners are Cecylia Barr from The
Life Savers, and Ed Richards from
The Canterbury Silver Dragons.
Best Dressed team honors went to
the Cuddly Bunny team from Port
Perry and the Tonsil Toss team
chant winner was The Soggy
Bottom Girls from Blackstock.

FIREWORKS SAFETY
To ensure a fun but safe family fireworks display, it is important
that the simple safety procedures outlined below are followed:
1. Use Fireworks Outdoors: Never use fireworks indoors.
2. Choose an area that measures at least 30 m by 30 m and is
free of obstructions.
3. Check wind direction and wind speed and keep a large pail of
water nearby.
4. Carefully read the instructions on each fireworks.
5. For a good launching site bury the device up to half its length
in the ground or in a pail or box filled with earth or sand.
6. Keep all spectators at least 20 m away.
7. During the show, wear safety goggles.
8. Do not allow children to set off fireworks.
9. Use Care When Handling Fireworks: Do no put fireworks in
your pockets, do not throw them, and do not keep them in your
hands.
10. Use Care When Firing Fireworks: When lighting, never put
any part of your body or head over the firework; never hand hold
them or insert them into other means of containment such as
pipes; and never point or throw them at people or other sensitive/flammable targets.
During a fireworks show, store the unused fireworks away from
the firing area and keep them covered to prevent stray sparks
from prematurely setting them off.
11. Never attempt to set off fireworks that have misfired. Wait 30
minutes then place them in a bucket of water.
12. Clean-Up After the Show: Wait 30 minutes after the display
has finished. Check the firing area for duds, clean up all debris
and store outdoors away from combustible material and dispose
when it is safe to do so.
Any questions, please contact the
Fire Department at 905-852-3393.

THE TOWNSHIP OF UXBRIDGE
NOTICE OF PASSING OF A BY-LAW
BEING A BY-LAW TO AMEND THE TOWNSHIP OF
UXBRIDGE DEVELOPMENT CHARGES
BY-LAW NO. 2009-072, AS AMENDED

TAKE NOTICE that, on the 25th day of June, 2012, the
Council of the Township of Uxbridge passed By-law No.
2012-093, being a By-law to amend the Township of
Uxbridge Development Charges By-law No.2009-072,
as amended, under section 2 (1) of the Development
Charges Act, 1997, S.O., 1997 c.27 (the Act);
AND TAKE NOTICE that any person or organization
may appeal By-law No.2012-093 to the Ontario
Municipal Board under Section 14 of the Act by filing with
the Clerk of the Township of Uxbridge a notice of appeal
setting out the objection to the by-law and the reasons
supporting the objection. The last date for appealing Bylaw No. 2012-093 shall be the 7th day of August, 2012.
Explanation of the Development Charges Imposed By
By-law No. 2012-093
By-law No. 2012-093 delays the implementation of the
full calculated Development Charges rates for industrial
development to provide an incentive for this type of
development.
No key map has been provided as the by-law applies to
all lands located within the Township of Uxbridge.
A copy of the complete amending By-law is available for
examination at the Clerk's Department, Township of
Uxbridge, 51 Toronto Street South, Uxbridge, Ontario,
L9P 1T1
DATED at the Township of Uxbridge, Ontario, this
26th day of June, 2012.
Paul Shipway
Deputy Clerk

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
The Township of Uxbridge is seeking an energetic person to fulfill the permanent fulltime position of Truck
Driver. This position will be performed full time in the
Works Department.
The following requirements must be met before the
applicant will be considered for the position.
• Valid DZ driver's license
• Driver's abstract less than three (3) months old must
be submitted with resume
• Grade 12 OSSD graduation diploma
• The successful candidate will be required to have a
medical examination with a doctor of the Township's
choice
• The successful candidate must provide a criminal
records check
The applicant should have experience in plowing snow
and sanding using tandem trucks. A Post Secondary
school graduation diploma, heavy equipment operation experience and an AZ licence would be an asset.
Employment will commence mid September.
Applications will be received until Thursday, July 19,
2012 by:
Ben Kester, C.E.T., CRS-S
Director of Public Works & Operations
51 Toronto Street South
P.O. Box 190
Uxbridge, ON
L9P 1T1
Email: bkester@town.uxbridge.on.ca
Fax: 905-852-9674
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our two cents
Blocking the road
You will find a rather unusual advertisement on the back page of this issue of the Cosmos. It’s
not every day that a government at any level, upon embarking on a construction project that
entails the temporary closure of a highway, takes out an ad encouraging the public to take the
“scenic paved” sideroads of the detour, and patronize the businesses in the village on the other
side of the closure. The ad even lists the businesses, all six of them, and has a detailed map of
the detour to ensure that drivers won’t get waylaid in their quest to visit the village.
The reason for the ad (and you’ll probably see it for the duration of the construction) is fairly straightforward: the Region of Durham, which is responsible for the road to Leaskdale, has
egg on its face. After the ridiculous and disastrous four-month closure of the same road last fall,
which took twice as long as it was supposed to, and put a major monkey wrench into the international conference the Lucy Maud Montgomery Society had planned for several years, the
Region dropped into Leaskdale last Wednesday afternoon to circulate a “Public Notice” informing citizens and business owners that they were once again closing Highway 1 - beginning June
25, only two business days in the future.
Understandably, the people of Leaskdale went through the roof. After enduring last year’s fiasco, they were once again going to face the highway’s closure, and during the height of the summer season? The notice said the road would be closed for four weeks, but you could forgive the
locals, based on last year’s experience, for doubting that optimistic timetable, and expecting a
loss of business for virtually the whole summer, the first full tourist season for the LMMSO’s fully
restored manse and its foray into summer theatre. Doug Watson, owner of the Leaskdale store,
was incensed. After being without his gas pumps most of the winter, the traffic would be blocked
again.
Our reps at the Region, Mayor O’Connor and Councillor Jack Ballinger, pleaded ignorance of
the project, another culvert replacement mandated by the Lake Simcoe Region Conservation
Authority, even though it had been approved by both the Public Works Committee (which Mr.
Ballinger sits on) and Region Council. The Township’s public works chief, Ben Kester, told the
Cosmos he knew the project was coming, but didn’t know when, so he didn’t tell anyone on
Council or in Leaskdale.
So now the Region is very sorry for the lack of notice (hence the ad), and told the Cosmos they
will ensure their contractors give them more notice in future. Couldn’t the project be delayed till
after Labour Day? Well, no, because the LSRCA (for environmental reasons) gave them a window of June 1 to October 1 to do the work and, fall weather being what it is, starting Sept. 4
couldn’t guarantee being done by Oct. 1.
The whole situation begs a lot of questions: Why didn’t the project start as soon as possible,
June 1? Why is the project so urgent, and why such a narrower window than last year’s much
larger culvert job? Why weren’t our reps in Whitby aware of the project? Why would Mr. Kester,
knowing what the people of Leaskdale went through so recently, not give them as much warning as possible?
If one were cynical, one might be tempted to think that the reason for two days notice was to
circumvent any possible political action from stopping the project altogether; the public notices
hit the street only an hour after most of the LMMSO board left for a conference in PEI. It’s interesting to speculate what might have happened if they’d been given even a week to fight.
The Region says this summer’s project is not the last on Highway 1. We would suggest that
remains to be seen.

8,900 copies of the Cosmos are published each Thursday in the Township of
Uxbridge: 8,200 delivered by mail, 700 available in stores and boxes.
Publisher/Editor

Conrad Boyce

905.852.1900

38 Toronto Street North, Unit One, Uxbridge Ontario L9P 1E6
e-mail: cosmosboyce@powergate.ca
web site: www.thecosmos.ca
Office Hours: Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri. 1:30 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.
EDITORIAL POLICY: Opinions expressed by columnists, contributors and in letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the The Cosmos. Letters must be signed and the telephone number provided (number
will not be published). Requests that a name be withheld will be honoured only if there is a compelling
reason. Errors brought to our attention will be corrected. The Cosmos reserves the right to edit or refuse
to publish unsolicited material. ADVERTISING POLICY: The Cosmos reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. The Cosmos is not liable for slight changes or typographical errors in advertisements or any
other errors or omissions in advertisements. All material herein, including advertising design is copyrighted, and may not be reproduced in any form without permission.

Stemp’s Stew column by Harry Stemp
For over 30 years there has been a wonderful event held in Uxbridge that, I
bet, a lot of residents are unaware even
takes place. It is the annual visit by special needs adults who are known as the
North York Woodchippers. It all started when Len Nicholl, a Past President
of the Uxbridge Legion, worked with
Lionel Mason at the Toronto School
Board. Len became intrigued by a
project that Lionel and his wife had
been doing with the Woodchippers for
several years. He immediately tried to
figure a way that Uxbridge and the
Legion could work with these people
who, despite their afflictions, know
how to have fun and enjoy life.
Spring Water Days, a very popular
long-running community event, was
planning a large parade and Len suggested
to
Lionel
that
the
Woodchippers visit Uxbridge and take
part in the parade. Lionel agreed and
they arrived early and enjoyed the pancake breakfast at the Legion, took part
in the parade, and then went on to
Uxbridge Bowl for lunch and bowling.
They finished off their fun visit to
Uxbridge with a BBQ dinner in Elgin
Park.
The project was so popular that it
became an annual event and Uxbridge
residents with special needs were invited to take part in the fun day. For the
past 30 years the yellow bus rolls into
Uxbridge and the fun begins. There is
absolutely no cost to any of the participants. All the costs are picked up by
the Uxbridge Legion and the volunteers of the North York Woodchippers.
The day starts at the bowling alley
where everyone is served lunch followed by two fun games of bowling.
Then it’s on to the Legion where they
party and enjoy a dinner and dance.
Trophies that are provided by the
Woodchippers are handed out and the
winners take full advantage of the fun
bragging rights which comes with their
big win. There is also a free draw and
organizers have been fortunate to collect enough prizes so everyone goes
home happy.
This year the organizers were faced
with a major problem. Uxbridge Bowl

had closed and it was tough to come
up with another form of entertainment. Fortunately they received the
news that bowling would be alive and
well in Uxbridge as Barry Parrish and
Valerie Steptoe were opening Parrish
Lanes in time for the annual visit of the
Woodchippers. The visitors were treated royally and everyone was impressed
with the way the premises had been
freshened up and the delicious lunch
that the visitors enjoyed.
As always in Uxbridge, there are willing volunteers who climb on board to
help a worthy cause. Superman (John
Cavers) is often a welcome visitor and
over the years Sandra Ingledew, Mike
Durham and Eric Vittorini have provided their DJ services for the dance at
no charge.
Uxbridge has always been a haven for
a needy cause, and we are so fortunate
that we have so many residents who see
a need and do something about it.
May it always be thus.
-----------------------Not a huge amount of passing lanes
along Hwy 7 so when I came up
behind a Volkswagen travelling well
below the speed limit I became more
than a bit frustrated and annoyed.
Then I was puzzled to see a short pole
with a strange looking blue ball
mounted on the roof of the car. I killed
some time trying to guess what it could
be. Finally I was able to pass and discover it was a Google mapping vehicle
surveying some of the most barren
landscape that one could imagine.
Those internet maps can be a valuable
tool for travellers, but unless this one
was mapping lovers lanes for the
young, I wasn’t sure who would ever
use these areas of heavy bush and
swamps. Is it possible that fast forwarding light years population could
explode and this barren area turn into
attractive but crowded subdivisions?
Hard to imagine but stranger things
have happened.
-----------------------------People who have a fun sense of
humour have always had a fond place
in my heart. My policy has always been
‘laughter is the best medicine’. With

that in mind,
I would love
to meet a
landowner
just east of
Tweed. There
is a wide
river, visible
from the highway, which runs through
his property and is a haven for busy
beavers. On the drive I always look forward to seeing how many beaver
mounds have been constructed and
how many the landowner has dismantled. This time I broke out laughing
when I saw that the owner had placed
a small Canada flag on top of the
beaver home along with a TV dish.
Appreciated his fun way of entertaining the many travellers along a boring
Hwy. 7.
---------------------------Most religions can be broadminded as
to what parishioners wear to service.
They are just pleased to see the pews
filled, along with the collection plate,
and more interested in your soul than
your appearance, so the welcome mat
is always out to one and all.
It is not like that in Barbados. I
noticed that the Rector of St. Lucy’s
Parish Church is putting a ban on
funerals where the family request
“mourning
colours
optional”.
Reverend Curtis Goodridge became
outraged by the provocative and utterly inappropriate dress by some young
people at a recent funeral in his
church.
“Mourning colours optional is just
giving young people leeway to wear
what they want, where they want and
how they want and it is not for St.
Lucy’s Church,” the Reverend
informed the local media. As well he
has informed funeral directors that
when families mention “mourning
dress optional”, to let them know they
are not welcome to hold their service
in St. Lucy’s Church.
Obviously the Reverend and his
church are still wide open for the
hatched and matched, but have very
strict rules for the dispatched. Only in
Barbados, you say. Gotta love it.
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wandering the cosmos

the barris beat

column by Conrad Boyce

column by Ted Barris

A morning on Rabbit Creek

Subtle but passionate Canadian

Having asked a dozen of my contributing writers to hop into a Canada Day time
machine and visit some of the most fascinating moments in Canadian history, I figured I should do the same. But
where in space and time to go?
My writers, being delightfully creative individuals, took some unexpected journeys. The farthest anyone went
back was 300 years, but in that case the writer only visited her own back yard. One writer only went back a couple of weeks in time. The locales ranged from a New York recording studio to a dusty street in Calgary, from a
battlefield in France to the railway station in Zephyr.
My time machine is going mid-range, both in space and time. The date is Aug. 16, 1896, and the place about
5,000 kilometres from here, on a small creek in what was then the vast Northwest Territory. The watercourse is
called Rabbit Creek, but after today’s dramatic events, it will be quickly re-christened.
The best guess is that this part of the world was inhabited by nomadic natives for about 12,000 years before
Europeans came, first to explore, then to trade for furs, finally to prospect for minerals. Rabbit Creek feeds into
the Trondhek River only a couple of miles before the Trondhek in turn empties into the mighty Yukon, which still
has 2,000 miles to flow north and west before meeting the Bering Sea.
The biggest European settlement in these parts right now is the trading post at Forty Mile, about a day’s paddle from the Trondhek. About half of its citizens are traders, the other half are prospectors. But George Carmack,
he’s a little bit of both. A couple of years ago, he married a Tagish girl named Kate, from down south near the
Yukon’s headwaters, and now he’s as much native as he is Scots/Cailfornian. Today, he’s come up to the mouth
of the Trondhek to set up his salmon traps, along with Kate, her brother Jim Mason (known as “Skookum Jim”)
and her cousin, Tagish Charlie. The salmon have come this far up now, and are heading into the sidestreams to
spawn, so the fishing’s good.
But whenever he comes up here, George brings his prospecting kit, too, sometimes just his gold pan, because
you never know where you might find some “colours”. Jim and Charlie have learned to keep their eyes out, too,
even Kate. More and more people are coming into the country, looking for a quick way to get rich. There must
be something to it.
This time of year, it’s pretty cool at night - it snowed for the first time last Friday. Yesterday Charlie went up the
Trondhek to see where the salmon were going, and he ran into that canny Nova Scotia miner, Bob Henderson,
and stayed the night with him at his cabin on Humker Creek. Swapping stories around the fire, Bob said he’d
found a bit of colour on Rabbit Creek, but hadn’t got back there yet, he’d do it as soon as the wood was cut for
the winter. So as soon as Charlie could get out of there on the morning of the 16th, he came beetling down to
the camp to tell the rest of them the news.
“That Henderson,” scoffed George, “probably trying to send us on a goose chase, while he goes after the real
stuff. But the fish aren’t really running yet, I guess it couldn’t hurt to wander up there.”
So they packed light, not expecting to be more than a couple of days, and the four of them headed south up
Rabbit Creek, panning as they went. It was early afternoon when Skookum Jim let out an almighty yell, and the
rest came running. The bottom of Jim’s pan was almost covered with the most beautiful flakes George had ever
seen - gold!
Because he was the head of the family (not to mention being a white man), George got to stake the discovery
claim, which was twice as big as the others. Jim staked One Above and Charlie One Below, and Kate, being a
woman (not to mention being native), didn’t get to stake a thing. Then they went down to Forty Mile to file the
claims, and they all called George a liar till he poured the flakes out on the bar. And Forty Mile emptied overnight,
and they built a new town at the mouth of the Trondhek, called Dawson City. And they renamed the Rabbit
Bonanza Creek, because it was - almost everyone who staked on it became a millionaire. And because Trondhek
was a bit hard to get your mouth around, they started calling it the Klondike, and what the Carmack family started became the biggest gold rush the world had ever known.
George and Jim and Charlie all got rich, and of course George left Kate and went back to the States. But the
other three are buried side by side in a little cemetery in the southern Yukon, not far from where they were born.
And Bonanza Creek still flows down to the Klondike, and it still has gold in it. And, you know, they’ve still never
found the mother lode...

In the fall of 2001, a man dropped by the original location of the Grenadier
Militaria store in Port Perry. It wasn't long after the store had opened its doors for
the first time. Although he didn't know Dave Zink, the proprietor of the store, Dave Robinson asked a favour. A production (by the Borelians Community Theatre) needed military props and uniforms to authenticate an upcoming show.
Robinson, then a history teacher at Port Perry High School, wondered if Zink might loan some of his unique artefacts
to the production. Robinson couldn't believe what happened.
“He said, 'Yes,'” Robinson said. “And right away, I knew Dave Zink was a valuable asset to the community because
he was so supportive.”
Not surprisingly, that was the beginning of a productive relationship between Robinson and Zink. In the years that
followed that first favour, Port Perry High School students began making nearly annual trips to Europe so that students could visit and learn about historic Canadian battles of the First and Second World Wars. It was in part inspired
by Dave Robinson's concern that Canadian youth hadn't touched the stories of Canada's military past, nor had the
stories touched the students. Overnight, Dave Zink made the resources of his Grenadier Militaria shop and his own
circle of university professors, history buffs and authors available to as many students as he could. In 2003, Port Perry
students travelled to Normandy. In 2007 they attended the 90th anniversary of the Battle at Vimy Ridge. The next
year it was attending the liberation anniversary in Ortona, Italy. Almost invisibly Dave Zink facilitated all those historical tours.
“Dave helped us by providing material for books we created,” Robinson said. “He helped us with fundraising and
by donating things from his collections. He put us in contact with Canadian authors like Mark Zuehlke and Norm
Christie… Dave's passion for his country is so genuine and so subtle.”
Zink hasn't been a military buff all his life. In the 1960s he was a golf pro for, among others, the Bowmanville Golf
Club. In the 1970s, a cigarette manufacturer decided to initiate a Canadian professional golf tour. The event needed
a pro and (based on his credentials) invited Zink to manage the Peter Jackson Canadian Professional Golf Association
tour; eventually he became the tour's national director. During that time, he befriended Charles (Chick) McGregor,
formerly a regular in the Canadian Armed Forces. Chick happened to collect military cap badges and often attended
auctions to get them. Occasionally Zink joined McGregor and the seed was planted.
“He got interested particularly in the British regiments,” McGregor said. “He got to painting miniatures (toy soldiers)… and his interest expanded to medals, uniforms… and a book store.”
That's how I met Dave Zink. During the time those Port Perry students were getting a helping hand from history
teacher Robinson and military memorabilia collector Zink, I was researching the Canadian D-Day story. Without
prompting, he invited me to peruse his massive book collection and - like a reference librarian - he guided me to
every shred of Canadian information he could find. He staged an autographing and book launch in the store when
my book was published. During that period, we staged a meet-the-veterans event, when high school students met
Charley Fox, a decorated Spitfire pilot, and George MacDonnell, a survivor of the siege at Hong Kong. Almost stealing the show, however, was the inclusion of an actual Victoria Cross medal, which Dave Zink arranged to borrow
(under police escort) from the Royal Canadian Military Institute in Toronto - just for the evening!
“He is always helpful to anybody trying to trace their military heritage,” says Gary Roncetti, former captain with
Scarborough firefighters.
Roncetti, a military author and history buff in his own right, has routinely visited Grenadier Militaria over the years.
He was one of an army of volunteers who helped Dave Zink move his immense collection from the original storefront
to its current home, in the Port Perry Memorial Library next to the Reflection Park. On most weekends, Roncetti is
among the regulars browsing and exchanging military information at Zink's store.
“The moment somebody walks in the store looking for military information, Dave is on his computer searching for
family service records,” Roncetti said. “He just loves Canadian history.”
This country is often accused of understating its heritage - military and otherwise. It's not in Canadians' nature to
wave flags or shout about their accomplishments. It just tends to surface during the Olympics, when “O Canada” is
sung, or during the fireworks on July 1. So, as Canada Day approaches, I believe it's appropriate to acknowledge and
thank an individual who exhibits what's remarkable about Canadians - being supportive of others, sharing knowledge
of the country's heritage and being passionate in a subtle way.
“You don't have to be Don Cherry-like in your devotion to your country,” Dave Robinson said. “Dave Zink embodies all that is best about Canada.”
For other Barris Beat columns go to www.tedbarris.com
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Graduation - five friends reach a fork in the road
one another. Bekka claims that it
hasn't really hit her yet. Nicole is
just upset that she doesn't get to
On a wet, rainy Sunday afternoon at
share a locker any more. Carly doesthe end of June, five gorgeous
n't mind, she was tired of remindteenage girls are huddled around a
ing her of her combination, she
small round table in a corner of a
announces with a laugh!
local coffee shop, hugging their
The five girls are literally heading
respective hot drinks (and one
to
the four corners of the province.
smoothie) on this uncharacteristiVanessa,
a self-assured young
cally chilly day. One can hear their
woman,
is
heading to Queens to
free laughter upon entering the
study
French
and Drama. She doesshop, and it's easy to spot them.
n't
know
what
she'll do with them,
Settling down at the table next to
just
yet,
she
only
knows that she
them, you definitely get the feeling
likes
those
courses
and wants to
that you're on the fringe of somepursue
them.
thing that is strong, connected “Hey, I do this and I have an extra
there are friendship bonds here that
four
years to not worry about what
go way deep.
I
want
to do with life!” she laughs.
Vanessa Walsh, Carly McAdam,
Nicole is
also heading
to
Queens,
i
n
at 545 Hwy. 47
Kingston,
(across from Uxbridge
to study
nursing.
Veterinary Clinic)
The two
haven't
INSIDE PETRO CANADA - SERVING ALL DAY
arranged
BREAKFAST, FISH & CHIPS, SANDWICHES,
to go into
residence
WRAPS, BURGERS, SOUPS & MORE!
together -

by Lisha Van Nieuwenhove

Bekka Vermey, Nicole Dnes and
Cassie Anderson are all Grade 12
students at Uxbridge Secondary
School, and Monday was their very
last day of high school. As they
chattered anxiously about the exam
that was in store for them that next
day, their voices climbed on top of
one other, their excitement and
nervousness palpable. They finally
settled to the task at hand, which
was to discuss how they all felt
about their final high school days,
and about what lay ahead.
“Tomorrow is our last day of high
school.” “Oh my God.” “I feel so
nostalgic.”
“Scared!”
“Reminiscent.”
The words tumble out on top of

NOW OPEN!
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Vanessa didn't want a roommate but are planning to join the university orchestra because both play the
violin.
“We're definitely going to hang
out for awhile,” says Nicole with a
confident nod. “I know we'll meet
other people, I mean, that's what
orientation is for, but we'll still see
one another, for sure.”
Carly is off to Trent University in
Peterborough to study English and
History. She plans on staying in residence as well, and seems rather
relaxed about the whole process.
She'll work at the Roxy Theatre in
town for the summer, take a trip to
Europe for two weeks with her family, then buckle down to study.
Cassie Anderson plans to attend
the University of Ottawa, where she
will tackle French immersion studies in psychology.
“And I hope to make the rugby
team,” she grins. “And wrestling, if
they have it.”
Bekka will be attending Toronto’s
George Brown College to study
Game Development - a program
that trains people how to develop
video games.
“I'm kind of artistic, and this, I
think, will kind of let me turn my
art into a career,” she says.
“You should see her art, it's amazing,” gushes Nicole.
The girls are very complimentary
of one another. They praise one
another on their attributes and successes every chance they get. Cassie
is half lauded, half chided for her
involvement in practically every
sports team U.S.S. has to offer.
They should know one another
fairly well. Nicole, Vanessa and
Carly have known one another since
“before birth”, they claim, and
Bekka and Cassie joined them in
high school. While sitting there and
discussing this past, they all discover that they were on the same tykes
soccer team when they were young,
and reminisce for a moment over
the matching orange shirts they
wore. (There is one missing from
their group, however - Nicole's
younger sister, who is in Grade 11,
and doesn't qualify for this conversation!)
After a brief silence, someone
repeats that she doesn't think it has
really hit any of them yet.

“When Nicole leaves on
Wednesday (to head up north to
work with family), that will be really hard,” says Cassie. Vanessa pipes
up “Well, at least it's not over the
ocean or anything,” to which Carly
replies “Well, I'm going to London,
England.”
This is met with a quick bunch of
yelps and “What”!
“Oh, it's for an exchange, and it's
not until year two, so don't worry
about it yet!” she says, trying to
calm everyone down.
They plan to spend the time after
the exam and much of Tuesday just
hanging out together. Carly usually
has the year end party at her house,
where the girls usually sit around,
chat, make confessions about the
year past, and do not a lot of anything. This year they think crying
will be added to the list.
When asked if they think their
friendships will change over the
coming years, Nicole quickly says
“Oh, we'll be friends forever.”
Bekka points out that, with things
like Facebook and Skype, “we'll be
in touch all the time.”
Nicole quickly agrees. Between
computers and texting, they think
they can all stay in the loop of one
another's lives.
When they think about what it is
they will miss about their high
school career, their first resounding
response is, of course, their friends.
But surprisingly, their next response
is a comment on the teachers that
made such an impact on their lives.
“There are so many good teachers
at U.S.S., and so many became such
good friends,” says Carly.
Vanessa will miss the connection
she shared with her drama teacher.
Cassie has fond words for the coaches that have inspired her. The others
know that there are special places in
their hearts for those teachers that
gave that extra little bit.
Vanessa leans back in her chair and
comments that “It's neat to see how
far we've come from Grade 9 to 12,
and just how much further will we
grow?”
The rest nod knowingly, quickly
going through their own individual
paths in their minds.
A couple of the girls are leaving
boyfriends behind,...
continued page 21
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Zephyr’s glittering royal morning
Given the opportunity to step back
in time and witness one of the most
significant events in the history of
my home hamlet, let alone our
township, I was honoured to accept.
Driving through the tranquil streets
of Zephyr today, there are few visual
narrations of its past vitality to corroborate known facts, but that does
not dismiss their validity. It was
indeed a unique invitation – a
chance to time travel back to the
very event that indelibly inked
Zephyr
onto
the
British
Commonwealth map. Soon I would
be there myself. . . on a delightfully
sunny morning, June 6th, 1939…
The time machine itself seemed
rather antiquated, contrasting the
futuristic contraption I had imagined it would be. But Conrad insisted that the Cosmos Time Traveller
SX500 represented the latest in technology, and that it ensured a safe and
comfortable ride in the millisecond
journey of quantum travel.
Trusting his persuasive expression
that hung precariously from a single
arched eyebrow, his toothy tiled
smile and angled head frozen in
place, awaited my response. Upon
conceding, I was quickly ushered
into the odd, egg-shaped fuselage,
and he wasted no time closing the
hatch behind me, pleased by my
compliance. The touchscreen control panel processed my commands:
the specific location and desired distance in days into the past. Then I
pushed ‘enter’ and sat back.
Had I not previously been
informed that this journey would be
a split-second trip, I would have
thought nothing had occurred. In
fact, I sat motionless wondering if I
were to open the door, would I be
sucked out into the abyss of all time

with no anchor to keep me tethered
to this, or any other decade? But
such was not the case. When I
opened the hatch, I immediately
sensed a change. The temperature
upon departure had been a tortuous
32 degrees Celsius, in contrast, I was
greeted to a moderate spring morning. Leaning forward, I carefully disembarked from the curious vessel.
Somehow, in transit, I had inexplicably been refashioned into the attire
of the late 1930’s; my tie-dyed dress
was conveniently replaced by a darling charcoal spectator’s suit with a
broad black collar, tapering down to
point at the tailored waist, then flaring out into a gathered peplum to
cap the matching pencil skirt. A light
blouse with a softly billowing ruffle
chased the button closure downward, and a
lilting sailor hat with a
lone ostrich feather slid
stylishly over my right
eye. I gave my reflection
in the old Hagerman’s
general store window, a
wink of approval; a
smart ensemble, suitably
coordinated for welcoming royalty.
It took me a moment to
regain my bearings –
here in the heart of the
market square at the four
corners of Zephyr, I needed to reorient my directions, challenged further
by the mounting crowds milling
about with nervous excitement. I
glanced around at the many merchant buildings, the lively hotel and
the buzzing town hall, as patrons
shopped, musicians warmed up, and
people fussed in preparation for the
arrival of the Royal Tour Train. For
me, it was mind-boggling to see the

vibrancy of Zephyr at a time when it
was so buoyant and vigorous.
I made my way, as did others, to the
Zephyr train station, where the
crowds were gathering with palpable
energy. Being alone, I was able to
manoeuver my way through the
deepening masses and gracefully
inch my way towards the front line,
where I stood fixed to my post.
There, I began conversing with a
woman standing next to me. Her
name was Betty Armstrong and she
held a beautiful clutch of flowers
tight in her grasp in hopeful anticipation of offering them to the
Queen, should she only be so lucky.
After much anticipation, the Royal
Tour Train was finally in sight; an
impressive compilation of twelve

cars that were specially embellished
with blue, silver and gold ornamentation, snaked its way towards us. A
shiny, reflective strip down the
length of each coach, linking a line
of diamond-shaped aluminum,
effectively caught the eye, as did the
gold bands above and below the windows. The two cars that were the
exclusive accommodation for King
George Vl and Queen Elizabeth, had

by Linda Lee Purvis

been distinguished further by the
addition of the royal coat of arms situated beneath the windows, and
punctuated with a royal crown at
either end.
Additional coaches carried other
dignitaries including Canadian
Prime Minister, William Lyon
MacKenzie King, as well as British
leaders, Lord Chamberlain, and the
Lord-in-Waiting. Such grandeur
right at home!
There were a number of engines
that took turns powering the convoy
of coaches cross-country, based, in
part, on their proficiency to navigate
various terrains from east coast to
west coast - and back again. But it
was the rugged Canadian National
engine 6028 that delivered the procession into Zephyr on that
June day.
This highly anticipated royal
tour across Canada, a first ever
visit of reigning monarchs to
the new world, was plotted to
help defer the looming tension of war overseas, in hopes
of fortifying the bonds of the
empire. As the train came to
its propitious stop en route to
Toronto, the crowd erupted
into a frenzy of unbridled
enthusiasm, desperate to steal
a first glimpse of the royal
couple. There I was, among
some 20,000 plus spectators, as the
King and Queen stepped out onto a
small covered platform at the end of
their coach, illuminated by the sun,
as if by spotlight.
As luck would have it, their car
stopped only a matter of yards from
where I was standing. Beside me
Betty was so overwhelmed by the
excitement, she became faint. In a
desperate plea, she pressed the bou-

quet into my hand and insisted I give
it to the Queen. I took hold of the
fragrant bundle, and pushed my way
through the people that closed the
gap between me and the train. I
jumped up, waving the bouquet, and
shouting, “Your Majesty! Your
Majesty!” And just at that moment,
the Queen swept her gaze across the
sea of faces, and magnetically locked
eyes with mine, then extended her
reach to receive the floral offering.
Elated, I watched the bouquet, in
slow motion, transfer from my own
outstretched hand into her white
gloved grasp, and I deposited the
thrill of the historic moment into the
bank of forever memories.
I understand that the couple continued aboard the train to Toronto
and beyond, stopping in St.
Catharines later that day, to attend a
celebration honouring the renaming
of the former Middle
Road,
between Toronto and Niagara Falls,
to The Queen Elizabeth Way, in
commemoration of the inaugural
royal visit. However, it was their
departure from Zephyr that was my
cue to also make tracks. Back to my
Cosmos Time Traveler, back to the
future of today.
With its rather implausible history,
Zephyr’s vibrant past appears to read
like a tall tale to those that have only
known it in recent decades. The
winds of change that rendered
Zephyr’s train station obsolete, took
with it the very sustainability that
had nourished its enterprise, and
transformed it from a bustling commercial hub to a passive hamlet with
a fanciful gilded past. As far-fetched
as it may seem to some, I can assure
you it is all true. After all, I was
there.
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A moment frozen in time
Given the premise of this year's
Canada Day articles in the Cosmos
- going back to a specific moment
in Canadian history - it might
seem odd that I have chosen to
revisit a moment in my own history. But my choice is, perhaps, not
as arrogant and egotistical as it
might appear at first blush.
Because that moment in my own
life might - and I stress "might" have changed the course of
Canadian history. For better or
worse, who knows? But if I could
revisit that moment, I would
change it.
The moment came on the
evening of May 30, 1974, as I
worked as the editor on duty in the
photo department of The
Canadian Press. At the time,
Canada was in the middle of a federal election campaign, with Pierre
Trudeau leading the Liberals and
Robert Stanfield heading the
Progressive Conservatives.
Stanfield had run against Trudeau
twice before, losing both times, but
only by two seats in 1972.
Stanfield, who would later
become known as the best prime
minister Canada never had, was a
decent, honourable man who was
respected by even those who did
not agree with his political philosophy. He was always courteous to
the newspaper reporters and photographers who followed him,
while his delightful wife, Mary, was
known to offer refreshments to the
press on occasions when they were
waiting around for events to
unfold.
It was during this campaign, at a

refuelling stop-over at the North
Bay airport, that Stanfield was
encouraged to join staffers and
newsmen in tossing around a football on the tarmac. When the
Stanfield campaign landed in
Toronto later that evening, CP
photographer Doug Ball raced to
CP's Toronto headquarters with
his film. As the editor on duty, it
was my task to look through the 36
frames on the roll of film and
decide which frame to print and
send out to CP members on the
wirephoto network.
As I scanned through the film,
there were shots of Stanfield
throwing the ball and catching the
ball, but pretty standard stuff.
Then one image jumped out at
me. It showed Stanfield, in shirt
and tie, fumbling the ball. He
appeared knock-kneed, his hands
were clasped together in front of
him and there was a somewhat
pained expression on his face. It
was, quite frankly, a funny photo.
And in that moment, I made the
decision that this was the picture I
was going to send out across the
country.
The following morning, after The
Globe and Mail had run the photo
on its front page, well-known journalist Charles Lynch of Southam
News told Ball: "Trudeau has just
won the election."
And that became almost a
mantra. It was a widely held opinion that the infamous fumble
photo probably cost Stanfield the
1974 election. No one will ever
know for sure. Since Trudeau's
Liberals took 141 seats and the

Progressive Conservatives 93, it is
more likely that Stanfield's unpopular call for wage and price controls - later adopted by Trudeau caused the loss. Nevertheless, the
fumble photo dogged him the rest
of the campaign and beyond.
I chose the photo from the roll of
film not out of malice or because
of my own political leaning, but
simply because the picture was one

of those rare images that instantly
grab your attention. And that's the
business the photo department was
in: gathering the best news, sports
and feature photos from around
the world and across Canada and
distributing them over the
wirephoto network to CP's members. I could have just as easily chosen and distributed one of the photos showing Stanfield catching the
football - as Canadian Press did the
following day, to no avail - but
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by Roger Varley
they weren't nearly as eye-catching.
If I could revisit the moment that
I made my decision and it was possible to change that moment and
choose another frame, I would.
Maybe Stanfield would not have
won the election anyway. But just
maybe Trudeau's margin of victory
might not have been so great:
maybe he would have ended up
with a minority government. Just
maybe, Canada's history might
have changed. We'll never know, of
course. But, somehow, I'd feel a lot
better about the choice I made.
Unfortunately, most politicians
have never understood how one
unguarded moment captured on
film can alter their future, sometimes forever. Stanfield was also
dogged by another photograph
during his time as leader of the
PCs. It was an innocent picture of
him eating a banana, a mundane
occupation at best. But it too
received wide play in the nation's
newspapers and became a theme
for the great political cartoonist
Duncan McPherson: any time he
drew a cartoon involving Stanfield,
the banana was always there.
Witness, too, the widely used
photograph of Bloc Quebecois
leader Gilles Duceppe wearing a
plastic shower cap on his head
while visiting a cheese factory during an election campaign. The hat
made him look absolutely ridiculous, and the fact that he was
required by regulations to wear it
inside the cheese factory made no
difference.
Of more recent vintage is a photo
of Prime Minister Stephen Harper

in a misshapen cowboy hat, tootight vest and bolo tie. Never did
anyone look less like a cowboy and
more like a nerd. Or Stockwell
Day arriving for a news conference
on a jet ski, wearing the customary
jet-ski wet suit. Neither photograph did anything to enhance
their subject's image.
Former Ottawa mayor Charlotte
Whitton was perhaps Canada's
best-known mayor before Hazel
McCallion. But the one image of
her that remains in my memory
has her sprawled on the ice, her
skirt hiked up most immodestly
nearly to the tops of her thighs as
she unsuccessfully attempted to
throw a ceremonial rock on a curling rink.
Trudeau, however, fully understood the power of photographs
and used them to his advantage.
The photo of him pirouetting
behind Queen Elizabeth made him
look playful: the photo of him
doing a somersault off a diving
board made him look youthful and
athletic: the photo of him in buckskins in a canoe made him look
adventurous.
Politicians who are not Trudeau
and who want to save themselves
from ridicule should observe the
following golden rules when photographers are around: never eat or
drink anything; never wear anything you wouldn't normally wear;
never try anything remotely athletic; and always be aware of anything
in the background that might
prove embarrassing.
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With Gould in the studio
I asked God/Well do one thing for me
Send me back in time/Send me to
Seattle
Let me go/Find Kurt Cobain
Take away his gun/Take away his
bullets
Talk to him/Make him want to live
Tell him how we love him/Help him
see his glory
God said no/Well if I send you back
And if you really found him/You
would only ask him
If he could help you get a deal/If he
knows a lawyer
If he could help you/God said no…
Dan Bern's beautifully subtle song,
God Said No, illustrates the peculiarly nuanced trouble of time travel. If you could lift yourself up and
drop into any place in history,
there's that bothersome issue of
interference. How can you arrive
into these clarified moments in history, whose events and decisions
have been distilled, analyzed,
judged, and worked over until they
become stale, and the outcome,
whether predictable or surprising,
advantageous or detrimental,
minute or catastrophic, seems so
clear and unavoidable. We begin to
rewrite history in our minds, how
simple it might be to reverse definable moments if only we could
intercept them at exactly the right
moment.
And herein lies the problem.
When considering where to travel,
to any moment in Canadian history, you must take into account your
ability to maintain your voyeurism,
your ability to observe as an unbiased and passive onlooker. To expe-

rience these historical moments as
they happen, but to do so with the
respect not to vainly attempt to
alter their outcome. There are
many moments where I know I
could not help from crying out:
when the Avro Arrow's development was so abruptly halted, when
Canada turned the MS St. Louis
callously away from its coast, when
Ben Johnson made his irreparable
decision to enhance his already
gifted performance. I know I could
not passively experience these
moments, for the mistakes seem so
simple and clear to me, and yet are
not mine to prevent.
And so with great consideration, I
think of moments where I simply
want to exist, to be member to the
party who got to experience history
in the making. One moment
stands out more than any: the first
recording of Glenn Gould's interpretation of Bach's The Goldberg
Variations in 1955. Though
recorded in New York at Columbia
Records’ 30th Street studio, it is an
undeniably Canadian moment in
history, for in a list of Canadian
musicians, Glenn Gould will forever sit perched at the top.
I can hardly imagine what it
would be like to experience that
surreal moment, when he just
begins to play, his fingers tapping
history out before him. I can imagine myself standing there, in the
heat of a Manhattan summer, perhaps in a simple cotton blouse and
modest yellow or blue skirt that
nipped me in at the waist and drew
out modestly stopping mid-calf,
standing shyly and inconspicuously
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by Jennifer Carroll

among the skeptical studio-heads
and producers. I would watch
keenly as I saw him step into the
studio, layered in jackets, hats and
gloves, never able to feel completely warm even in the midst of summer. There would be no respite
from the hot summer air, for
Gould kept his studios stiflingly
warm to make up for a chill he
could never banish. The extra beads
of sweat that would sit on my brow

piano, tapping one hand with the
other, working his way through
each variation before he would lay
his fingers on the keyboard, ready?
I would eagerly await the music,
looking keenly for the legendary
clockwise body movements as the
music pulsed through him.
And then that long awaited
moment would arrive. He would
begin to play. His highly trained
fingers would pull down on the

would be worth it for, as I would
watch him settle himself into his
chair, I would smile at the sight
before me. He would lower himself
to 14 low inches above the ground
in a chair his father built, which
stayed with him his entire career.
His strong profile would cut out
into thin air, the space behind him
outlining his strong nose and brow,
shoulders hunched. I would tilt my
head, trying to capture those precious moments before recording,
saturated with his quirks and
eccentricities. Would he sit at the

keys, faster than my eyes could follow. The Aria would begin, soft,
slow, gentle, and ease you into the
thirty-eight breathless minutes to
follow. Though Gould insisted on
multiple takes of each variation, we
would travel through Bach's
revered work, past the first variation, dancing and leaping, through
the fifth, almost maniacal with restless energy, and through the rest, all
the while seemingly effortless.
I would stand, watching in amazement, as one of the greatest artists
in our illustrious history weaves a

masterpiece from a pile of wood
and strings. I would smile gently,
with not even the slightest desire to
intervene or interfere, ecstatic at
the chance to hear those notes
before anyone else, one private
moment to myself before it was
released to the masses. I would
revel in the perfection of the
moment, because even with his
eccentricities and strangeness, the
twenty-two year old Glenn Gould
was perfectly himself, and it was
out of his stubbornness and selfsurety that such an ambitious piece
of art could be created. And with
the chance that I could stand near
him and have my life intersect with
his, even for the briefest of
moments, it would raise me up
into such ecstasy that I would positively laugh with the joy of it all.
I'm sure he would rise up from his
seat at the end of the session, layering his gloves back onto his seemingly cold hands. I would not get a
handshake from the reserved and
ferociously private genius, but to
have shared in this moment would
be enough.
And as I would step out into the
heat with the 1955 summer pressing into my skin, my skirt swishing
around my knees, I might just skip
over to Central Park and walk
through the tree lined paths, humming the variations to myself still
rich in the moment before being
whisked back to the twenty-first
century and back into my jeans, tshirt and 'cons, the notes still ringing in my ears.
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Happy Birthday Canada
You ROCK!!!!!
Road Building Materials/Washed Aggregates/Limestone Products

A moment of care and compassion
I have only been to Saskatchewan
once but it is the site of my imagined time traveller destination. In
the years prior to July 1, 1962,
there was an unknown fear that
hung like a cloud over the daily
lives of individuals and families.
The fear was illness. The onset of
symptoms was met with concern
and an onslaught of home remedies, from the tried and true to the
old wives tales variety. A break in a
fever, a fading rash, a subsiding
cough was cause for celebration.
Alternatively, an advancement of
any condition was met with trepidation on two fronts. A serious illness, then as now, was cause for
concern. There was only so much
that could be done in response to
certain disease states, depending on
the limits of modern medicine and
the depths of one's pockets. Money
or the lack of it was a limiting factor in healthcare provided to
Canadians.
My generation has grown up
under the umbrella of Medicare,
more commonly and proudly
referred to as Universal Healthcare.
We have enjoyed its benefits. Our
mothers left hospital with a vision
of bouncing babies, not bouncing
cheques. A catastrophic illness,
while still emotionally shattering,
is no longer economically ruinous.
Broken bones are set, appendices
are removed and organs are transplanted regardless of a Canadian's
ability to pay.
Saskatchewan was the birthplace
of Medicare. While still an MP,
T.C. “Tommy” Douglas became
leader of the Co-operative

Commonwealth
Federation
(CCF), the precursor to the
Saskatchewan NDP. Douglas led
the CCF to victory in 1944 and
the party held the reigns of power
for the next 20 years, 17 of them
with Douglas at the helm. He was
succeeded by Woodrow Lloyd.
A childhood injury to Douglas'
right knee led to serious complications that resulted in the recommendation that his leg be amputated. Through a fortuitous association with an orthopaedic surgeon,
Douglas was the beneficiary of free
medical care in exchange for
becoming a case study for the surgeon's medical students. The leg
was saved. The close call established in Douglas the belief
that healthcare should be
free for all, a belief he carried into adulthood.
During his tenure in the
Saskatchewan legislature,
the memory of his near
amputation guided the
development of the party
policy with respect to
healthcare. He set wheels
in motion that ultimately
led Saskatchewan, under
Premier Lloyd, to adopt and
implement the country's first
healthcare insurance policy. It is to
this moment that I wish to return.
The moment the Saskatchewan
Medical Care Insurance Act was
made effective. When I suspect
Saskatchewan's residents sighed a
mostly collective sigh of relief (for
there were dissenters). From this
day forward, whether an illness or
an accident befell a family, the bat-

tle need only be waged on one
front - how to get better. The question of how to pay for treatment
vanished. What respite this must
have been for those affected at that
very moment - the relief for families on the brink of economic disaster from mounting hospital bills
must have been palpable. It is this
pulse of gratitude and release of
monetary stress I wish to feel, to be
part of, to experience.
Medicare is the flag we wave with
pride. It is what makes us better
than our 'unfeeling' neighbours to
the south. It is what lands us atop
many a list of best places to live. It
defines us as a caring nation. It is
part of our identity. In 2004, a

CBC Television program named
T.C. Douglas “The Greatest
Canadian.” For all that affection, I
think we have lost our way. We
have forgotten the roots of the
Canada Heath Act we hold so dear
to our Canadian hearts.
The origin was insurance, insurance against the often overwhelming costs associated with illness or
injury. Tommy Douglas fought the
establishment for this insurance

by Shelagh Damus

because he “felt that no boy should
have to depend either for his leg or
his life upon the ability of his parents to raise enough money to
bring a first-class surgeon to his
bedside.” Loss of life or limb - that
was the impetus for Medicare.
Insurance, not an abdication of
responsibility for one’s own healthcare.
I would like to inquire of the
1962 MLA's as they approach the
imaginary media scrum forming
outside the legislature how they
envision Medicare evolving. Do
they see a sense of entitlement disguised as pride? Can they comprehend a world in which a parent
won't treat their child with Tylenol
unless ordered by a doctor?
Where a presenting complaint in the Emergency
Room is 'bellybutton lint' or
an ambulance is called
because a patient, with no
car of their own, needs to
deliver a stool sample to the
hospital. In 1963, optimism
ran rampant. Could these
titans of social change picture a time where care was
compromised because of
chronic bed shortages in hospitals
that place the bottom line above
optimal patient care? Where policy
driven hospitals impede the transfer of sick patients?
Would they have been clearer on
the point of insurance? Would they
have spelled out a code of conduct
for all parties responsible for the
delivery and consumption of
healthcare? Would universal have
been defined as being available

everywhere but not needing to be
accessed in all cases? Would they
have felt it necessary to ensure that
households were equipped with
basic medical equipment (thermometer, antibacterial ointment,
bandages, pain killers, etc.) and the
knowledge for their use? Could
they have foreseen the pitfalls of a
limited supply juxtaposed with an
insatiable demand?
I was in second year university
when the Ontario government
removed the insurance premiums
we once paid for healthcare. The
payments served as a reminded
that the “I” in OHIP was
Insurance. Replaced with a red
and white health card that, unlike
my 'emergency only' Visa card had
unlimited, albeit single-minded,
credit with no minimum payment,
no payment due date, and as far as
I could tell no expiry date. I might
have been wrong on that last one,
although I hope not.
I don't want my time machine to
revert to a time before the advent
of Medicare. I don't want people
to lose their homes, their livelihood, or their security when faced
with a bad hand drawn in the game
of life. We all have a responsibility
to honour the origin of Medicare patients, doctors, nurses, parents,
politicians and administrators. The
card in your wallet, imprinted with
your name and healthcare number,
is a flag of sorts. It should be waved
with pride, but used with discretion to ensure its availability for
future generations.
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Setting down on virgin territory
Woe is me - the Canada Day
article has taken an historical
turn: this writing exercise is
already an effort as I detect that
the editor requires something at
least mildly patriotic and positive, whereas I emigrated from
the British Isles where we have
learnt over the last few decades
to be embarrassed at the very
least, about hailing from a country of bad teeth, bad food and
bad plumbing - patriotism does
not come naturally to me, even
when in the land of straight
teeth, excellent coffee and bathrooms that have reasonable
water pressure.
Added to that personal deficiency, I confess a pitiful knowledge of Canadian history, and
thus your writer was struggling
for a topic. I have tried to learn
some of Canada's history, but
have to admit to getting completely distracted by one sentence from a recent history book
which started a chapter with the
memorable sentence: “Years
Passed.”, which had the unwritten but implied clause following
it: 'and nothing much happened.' So I am going to cravenly dodge the historical bit and
choose the following moment:
Dawn on June 21st 1712, on the
land where our house now
stands, and hope that I am right
in guessing that on that day…
nothing much happened.
I am also hoping that I have my

facts straight, and have chosen a
date not only pre-settlement, but
also pre-logging. This is a country that still has first growth forest - though not around here any
more. And that is what I would
love to see, as I have never even
stood in second growth forest to
my best knowledge. Forests
planted for Tudor kings;
Sherwood forest; 500 year old
oak trees; 1000 year old olive
trees - seen them all, but never a
forest that has stood and grown
for millennia, untouched in
drastic ways by human
hands. My understanding
is that local first nation
tribes would tap the sugar
from groves of maples in
the spring, and that some
tribes did manage the
forests more proactively
than others, clearing
undergrowth and taking
select trees, whilst other
tribes foraged from the forest in a much less intrusive
way.
I request my time machine to
land on the particular ten acres
where we now live, when there
was a 'super-canopy', a canopy
and an under storey of trees.
That is to say: a forest floor pitted where large trees have fallen,
and mounded where the organic
matter has built up over those
fallen and rotting trunks, there
are saplings and shrubs growing
up amongst the taller trunks of

the canopy trees - around about
here, a rich mix of deciduous
oaks, ash, beech, American
chestnuts,
punctuated
by
conifers. This ten acres would
not be solid trees I am thinking,
as we have a small area of wetland, where perhaps there would
be a clearing, girded with willows and aspens. Here and there
on our property, the massive
trunks of the super-canopy trees
would pierce the sky above the
maples and oaks. These giants
would be the first to go as the

Europeans moved through the
area, such tall trees having been
stripped out of European forests
centuries before by the demands
of siege warfarers, cathedral
architects, and shipbuilders.
We all know how the settlers
following these loggers, would
spend their first years clearing
their land of trees, sometimes
burning the understorey shrubs
and saplings after wood suitable
for building had been removed,

by Fly Freeman

then removing the stumps so the
land could be tamed and tilled.
And our little patch of Southern
Ontario has never had such a
rich diverse flora and fauna since
that moment.
But to get to my chosen
moment in history, it is not even
dawn on June the 21st: it is in
fact “l'heure blue”: the moment
between the time of the nocturnal animals and the waking up
of the daylight animals. I have
long missed the cacophony of
bird song that is most British
mornings, and I don't
really get why it doesn't
happen here, I am hoping it is just that we live
on a busy road, and the
rest of you get to hear it,
but I think it more likely
that not so long ago, the
ecosystem was thoroughly overturned, and still
has not quite recovered.
For my moment in
1712, the forest is about
to break out in noise: but first
there is a moment of silence as
the last porcupine has shuffled
off to his tree, and the owls have
tucked into their roosts, then as
the blue grey light begins to
creep into the forest, and the
trunks of the trees emerge distinct from one another then
there is the sudden, incredible
hum of the insects filling the air,
and a minute later the first songbirds launch loud and glorious.

Before long it is aural mayhem
and I am standing on this forest
floor surrounded by sound as the
day begins in earnest.
I don't get to stand around for
long, as along with the deer,
foxes and beaver, there are also
bears, and the Cosmos Time
Machine has not equipped me
with the know how to deal with
such beasts, so I am nothing
more than a large ignorant meal
waiting to be enjoyed. This
ancient forest is magical and
wondrous, but it is also a place
of fear, where the average
European could not and cannot
survive, so we have been cutting
them down and clearing them
every time we come into contact
with them. Unfortunately, I will
have to step back into the time
machine at the first sign of trouble.
But I would just like to see
what it was like before the hurricane of European settlement was
visited on the land, and that was
not so very long ago. That was a
period of drastic change: 'virgin
territory' was rendered into
farmland with much backbreaking labour and hardship, the
land was won from the existing
flora and fauna, in a desperate
and dangerous battle. It was an
epic struggle, I would just like to
see what was lost in the war.
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Riding with Alfred on Queenston Heights
I’m going back to the morning of
October 13, 1812. The weather
overnight was miserable: cold and
windy with sleet - typical for the
middle of October. British soldiers
and Canadian militia kept watch
along the Niagara River. The sounds
of oars splashing in the water at
Queenston roused the troops to full
alert. It was still dark, but by the
flash of gunfire and artillery explosions, one boat became two and two
became more until it was apparent a
large fleet loaded with hundreds of
American soldiers was on the move.
The invasion had begun!
U.S. President Madison declared
war on Britain on June 18, 1812 for
several reasons: trade restrictions
due to Britain's war with France
(led by Napoleon); the impressment
of American sailors into the Royal
Navy; and British support of
American native tribes who were
against American expansion into
their territories. There had been
skirmishes by both sides in Upper
and Lower Canada, New England
and around the Great Lakes, the
most significant of which was the
capture of Fort Detroit in August by
General Isaac Brock bolstered by
natives under the command of
Chief Tecumseh.
General Brock was the civil
Administrator of Upper Canada as
well as the commander of the
British forces. He was at Fort
George on Lake Ontario near the
mouth of the Niagara River. The
Niagara River is a treacherous
stretch of water. The uppermost section flows northwards out of Lake
Erie and tumbles down massive
rapids before plunging over Niagara

Falls. The middle section flows
through the Niagara Gorge: steep
cliffs rise hundreds of feet above the
river as the water churns over rapids
and boils with dangerous currents.
The lowest part has high banks with
few suitable landing places. Two settlements had been established
directly across from one another:
Queenston on the western shore, in
Upper Canada, and Lewiston on
the eastern bank, in New York State.
Brock was awakened on October
13th by the sounds of distant gunfire from Queenston, seven miles
upriver. Concerned that this action
might be a diversion, he directed his
troops just to make ready, but
ordered the native warriors under
John Norton to follow him immediately. He mounted his grey horse,
Alfred, and galloped off.
All along the river bank from Fort
George to Queenston, a mile or two
apart, Canadian batteries commanded points where a crossing
might be made. Near Queenston
were Brown's Point, about two
miles downstream, and Vrooman's
Point, close to the village. Each battery had a company of York
Volunteers stationed there, and
artillery aimed across the river. In
Queenston there were soldiers, militia and a small company of artillery
with 3-pound cannons. On a ridge
above the town, half way up the
Niagara Escarpment, was another
battery with an 18-pound gun and
mortars. British soldiers were in
charge there: they could direct fire
on both Lewiston and Queenston.
As Brock galloped toward
Queenston dawn was breaking. He
met the York Volunteers from

Brown's Point heading the same
way. He called out to them, “Push
on, brave York Volunteers!” Upon
arrival in the village he went to the
western battery. Most soldiers had
gone into the village to prevent the
American boats from landing. They
also kept the Americans pinned
down that had already landed.
However, some Americans boats
landed upstream, and those men
had found an unguarded fisherman's path up the escarpment. It
was a treacherous climb, steep, narrow and muddy from the rain, and
the men needed to hold onto trees

and bushes during their ascent.
Once they gained the high ground
at the Heights of the escarpment,
they remained concealed by crags
and trees.
As Brock began his inspection of
the western battery, shots rang out
from the Heights above. In the dangerous and exposed position in
which Brock found himself, he
ordered the gun to be spiked, and
evacuated the battery with the few
remaining troops. He led Alfred
down the hill to the village and tied
him to a post. Brock sent a message
to Fort George for reinforcements.
Control of the strategic Heights
was essential for success. Brock
gathered the troops to mount a

by Nancy Melcher

direct assault on the Americans,
before they had a chance to establish
their defenses. He led the charge up
the hill, facing heavy fire from the
Americans above. Brock's bright red
coat with gold epaulettes and his
energetic gestures made him a conspicuous target. He was struck in
the wrist of his sword arm by a musket ball, but continued to move on,
pressing forward the attack. A second shot struck him in the chest,
and he died almost instantly.
Leadership passed to Brock's aidede-camp, Lieutenant-Colonel John
Macdonell. He mounted Alfred and
led the second charge up the
Heights. His attack was driving the
Americans to the edge of the gorge
and seemed on the verge of success.
However, a musket ball hit Alfred,
causing the horse to rear and twist
around. Macdonell was hit in the
back by another musket ball and he
fell off Alfred. The horse died on the
battlefield, and Macdonell succumbed to his injuries the next day.
Carrying Macdonell and the body
of General Brock, the British fell
back to a farm near Vrooman's
point. However, the native warriors
arrived and climbed to the top of
the Heights. Their war cries could
be heard all the way across the river,
and they harassed the Americans,
preventing them from properly
establishing their position.
Early in the afternoon British reinforcements arrived from Fort
George. Under the command of
General Sheaffe, the troops took a
detour through the forest west of
the village. They were joined on the
Heights by more reinforcements
from Fort Erie. Sheaffe formed his

troops into a line and advanced on
the American position along the
Heights, a move unexpected by the
Americans. The Americans formed
a line to face the British, with their
backs to the river.
After the British fired a wellorchestrated volley, raised the
Indian war cry and charged, morale
deteriorated among the American
troops. Their commander ordered a
strategic withdrawal, but it quickly
deteriorated into a mad dash down
the cliff. In their haste many men
fell to their death on the rocks
below while others tumbled into the
swiftly-flowing river. Sheaffe's forces
imposed a crushing and costly
defeat on the invaders.
Brock's Monument stands today
overlooking Queenston and the
Niagara River, to commemorate the
Battle of Queenston Heights.
General Brock's remains are buried
in a vault beneath the tower. Also
buried in the vault are the remains
of Colonel Macdonell. On the ridge
below stands a cairn, marking the
spot where Brock died. Nearby
there is a statue of Alfred in a glass
case, with a plaque that reads:
“Early on the morning of October
13, 1812, after galloping seven
miles from Fort George, General
Brock tethered his grey horse,
Alfred, here in the village of
Queenston in order to lead a charge
on foot to repel the invading enemy.
Brock was killed leading the attack.
Colonel Macdonell then rode
Alfred to lead another charge. He
was mortally wounded and Alfred
was killed, part of the price of saving Canada on that fateful day.”
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Just an ordinary day
I must confess to some true difficulty when I was given this assignment. After all, how am I supposed
to choose only one moment out of
all of Canadian history or future to
visit? Well, going forward in time is
absolutely out of the question; I'm
hopelessly mired and in love with
the past, so passing up an opportunity to visit it in person would be
tantamount to blasphemy.
Since I was a kid, I can remember
hearing stories about Canadian history. My grandparents live in
Niagara on the Lake, so I was
always hearing or reading about
Brock's heroic triumphs, his
romantic and much-mourned
death, or his loyal horse, Alfred, to
whom a small monument actually
exists. However, given my aversion
to conflict, excessive bleeding, and,
you know, people shooting at me,
anything associated with war is
completely off the table.
Other moments rise to mind,
then are immediately thrown away
for various reasons. A concert in
Yorkville
featuring
Gordon
Lightfoot, Murray McLauchlan,
Joni Mitchell and Neil Young has
to be discarded for the simple fact
that I look absurd in paisley pants
and tie-dye. Same goes for the signing of the British North America
Act on July 1, 1867, except replace
“paisley pants and tie-dye,” with, “a
powdered wig and an ascot.”
Seeing the Leafs the last time they
won the Stanley Cup would be
nice, but ultimately, I suspect it
would make watching them play
now even more depressing, and I'd
be even less willing to buy into the

mass delusion of, “don't worry,
we're definitely gonna win the Cup
next year.”
Participating in a historic
moment, whether of political,
social, or cultural value, would be
nice, but ultimately futile. Go
ahead, say, “yeah, I was there when
Bell invented the telephone,” to
anyone on the street, and see how
quickly they start looking for an
exit. Follow up with a statement
like, “Don't you believe me? I went
there in my time machine!” and
watch them slowly pull out their
phone and call the local hospital to
inform them of an escaped patient.
Big moments are
wonderful, and help
create some of the
most
memorable
parts of our past, but
ultimately,
they're
futile to visit. Even
relatively
minor
events with some
measure of glamour
attached are impractical. Wouldn't a 20something-year-old in
jeans and a t-shirt sort
of ruin the austerity of, say, a fancy
dinner party in Kingston for the
prominent up-and-coming lawyer
John A. MacDonald? They'd probably just hand me a rag and direct
me to a large pile of dishes, and I'll
be darned if I'm going to waste my
time machine trip cleaning up.
No, instead, I would go the complete opposite direction, and
choose a moment of such mundane
conventionality as to have totally
escaped the historic record. Give

by Graeme Melcher
me a diner, or a coffee shop, in
some obscure northern Ontario
town in the middle of the winter
of, say, 1975. It's about 7am, still a
little dark out, and the locals are
settled into their usual spots. I'm
sitting at the counter, drinking a
cup of coffee that looks, smells,
and, yes, tastes like motor oil filtered through an ashtray, but it
shocks my taste buds enough so
that they're not totally overwhelmed by the three pounds of
salt that have been added to my
breakfast of eggs, bacon, potatoes,
and toast. The waitress, unsmiling
in a friendly kind of way, comes by

with a pot of “coffee,” though I'm
loathe to use the term, and freshens
my cup up. In a place like this, she
knows every customer's name; and
that name is, without fail, “honey.”
The walls are stone, or maybe
some type of false wood panelling,
and a grainy television in the corner is playing a CBC broadcast featuring some dashing young journalist named Peter Mansbridge,
who, it must be said, has a remarkably thick and full head of hair. The

booths, chairs, and counter top are
Formica, with vinyl upholstering,
and there are cigarette burns,
cracks, and pen scribbles everywhere. The brown tile flooring has
been buffed to a mirror-like sheen
by countless pairs of Greb work
boots, with a liberal layer of grease
as polish. The air is thick with the
hazy blue smoke of countless
DuMaurier cigarettes, and there's a
general background buzz of conversation, mostly about the game
last night, or what in tarnation that
Smith boy has gone and done to his
hair. Did you see it? Purple and
standing straight up on end.
Ridiculous,
just
ridiculous.
I look around, take
in my surroundings,
and try to commit as
much as possible to
memory. I want to
know what each of
these people are talking about, who they
are, where they come
from, what they did
in life, their best
memory. I want to
know it all, because now, back in
the present, it's impossible for me
to ever know it. The big moments
in our nation's history are of course
vitally important, but are the everyday events any less so because of
their frequency?
Local history, specifically local
social history, is fascinating; it's
mundane, commonplace, and
hardly worth formal notice, yet it
dictates and influences us for generations to come. Especially in a

town like Uxbridge, which has
such a close-knit and friendly community, we are, consciously or not,
influenced by social history. Where
we choose to get our morning coffee, or buying local produce whenever possible, the pub we like to go
to unwind, even the bank we use or
the gas station we most frequent;
all of these are influenced, and in
turn, continue to influence, our
local history.
If we choose to buy local produce,
or shop at local vendors, or frequent local theatre and entertainment, why are we seemingly in
such a hurry to overlook common
local history in favour of the seemingly more impressive and noteworthy events of Canadian history?
Local history, just like local industry, requires constant support, reexamination, and attention, and as
we lose sight of our history in
favour of an exclusive focus on
large events, we risk losing forever
vital parts of our local and personal
legacies.
Give me the most common event,
an anonymous diner in an anonymous town, over a large and noteworthy event any day. I can read
about the famous moments of history in any number of books, journal articles, or websites, and in
some cases I can even learn about
them in university courses. But the
common, the everyday, the events
that seem barely worth our attention, those are priceless moments,
forgotten and abandoned to time,
and those are the ones I want to
experience and learn.

Wishing Everyone a Safe and Happy Canada Day!
Low's Furniture
Custom Furniture, Window Coverings,
Bedding & Décor
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Remember, respect, revere
Each Remembrance day, it is tradition to take part in a brief moment of
silence, the wearing of poppies, and
perhaps the recitation of the wellknown poem “In Flanders Fields.” To
be honest with you, I've always struggled with how exactly I should be
'remembering' anything; the word
has the connotation of reminiscing,
of recalling an event one has experienced. I was born in 1991, so the
memories I have of our nation-making moments are ones I studied and
collected primarily for the purpose of
academic success.
Canada Day carries with it much of
the same conflict. So, for me, an
opportunity to time travel would
allow me to experience some of our
past and to understand its impact
personally, both good and bad. With
apologies to my editor, however, I
couldn't limit myself to one
moment. After all, if I had a time
travelling machine, I would want to
take advantage of the opportunity.
The first stop in my journey back
into Canadian history would be
April 1917, to the middle of the battle of Vimy Ridge. This is the one
battle that always managed to capture my imagination. While the battle obviously didn't take place on
Canadian soil, it was a fight that
defined the tenacity of the Canadian
soldiers. In an attempt to take
ground where many others had tried
and failed, four divisions of the
Canadian Corps succeeded; in what
was arguably a turning point in the
war. This battle has always been of
particular interest to me-not only
because of the victory, but primarily
because my great-grandfather, Percy
Blanchard, was involved. He served
in the medical corps, and was
wounded with shrapnel in the effort

to pull another soldier back into the
trenches.
It sounds so sterile in history books
when they cite the statistics: this
many wounded, this many killed,
this many unaccounted for… having
never witnessed the pain that each
number in those statistics represents,
I feel as though I cannot truly understand and appreciate the impact
those words have. Therefore, the
exact moment I would like to bear
witness to would be the moment my
great-grandfather was wounded. To
be clear, it's not because I enjoy seeing people wounded - far from it
- but I feel as though witnessing
that moment would tell me
exactly what is to be remembered
on each remembrance day: that
ancestors and strangers alike
experienced great pain in order
to protect and defend the people
next to them, the people they left
at home, and the generations
that followed. As a student, I
must admit that there were far
too many history classes where I was
watching the clock and planning out
the rest of my day, rather than reflecting on the sacrifices that were reflected in the books we read. I know
many people's families faced far more
trauma through the war than mine,
but I want a moment that will make
me take it personally. I certainly
believe this would do the trick.
The second stop on my journey
through the Canadian history timeline would be at a completely different, but likely equally painful jurisdiction: the residential schools. A
group of women I know, most of
whom are from Uxbridge Baptist,
recently returned from visiting several native communities up north, in
areas that included Pikangikum,

Eabametoong, and Ft. Hope. I have
never been in these areas, nor have I
personally seen the poverty and sadness that surrounds many of the
reservations there. The women who
went did a presentation after to
explain about the stories they heard,
and the pain they saw there. One
sentiment that was repeated several
times was that they never really
understood the whole residential
school issue until they saw the effects
of it, and heard the stories from people who were directly affected. It's
certainly one of the darker moments

in our history, but if I could go
back… I would choose to go back to
these schools. I would want to see
these places, to see the people who
worked there, with efforts that were
misguided at best and genocidal at
worst. I would bear witness to the
children who were taken from their
families, and then had their names,
language, and identity stripped from
them as well. I would want to meet
the young boy whose head was
shoved in a toilet bowl on a regular
basis, the girl who was abused in
every conceivable way. I would want
to meet all the children who were
subject to these institutions, and to
the atrocities that took place there,
and I would want to call them by
their real names and listen to them.

T h u r s d a y, J u n e 2 8 t h 2 0 1 2

by Amy Hurlburt
Ideally, I would like to change this
gruesome part of our history. But
since it has already happened, and in
real life, those circumstances cannot
be changed…I would like to understand what has happened so I could
have greater empathy and a deeper
understanding of what has caused
the problems that so many of our
First Nations people face. The cycles
of poverty, addiction, and abuse do
not have an easy solution. The
women who went up north could
certainly not change everything that
went on in the past, but they went
with the intent to serve people
up there. They gave of their
time, resources, education, and
hearts to come alongside efforts
that are already taking place.
They may not have changed the
history that already occurred,
but they certainly offered a
more accurate view of what
Christianity is all about. If I
could go back in time- even if I
could not change the past- I
would go back to the children in
those residential schools, and at least
understand the suffering they went
through.
The final stop of my three time travelling destinations would be a very
recent one, actually. Several weeks
ago, I had the opportunity to attend
a citizenship ceremony in Ottawa for
the first time ever. I witnessed a
group of about eighty people from
forty-two countries take the oath of
citizenship, and become Canadian
citizens. I hadn't known exactly what
to expect, but the atmosphere in the
room was electric. The judge who
was presiding was probably one of
the best speakers I have ever heard.
He may repeat that process many
times, but his speech was beautiful. I

was watching the faces of the group,
as he repeated his words in both
English and French, and was struck
by how well he connected, and how
deeply they took his words to heart,
as he spoke of what it means to live
in Canada - a land of freedom,
acceptance, and opportunity. Of
course, Canada is certainly not perfect. But while we may complain
about some choices the government
makes, or about the progress that is
yet to be made - we need to take
stock of what we have, and appreciate it. After they all took the oath,
and the pins, flags, and certificates
were handed out, they had everyone
singing the national anthem. There
was one woman who caught my
attention. I have no idea what her
story is, but when they sang the
anthem, she sang with her eyes
closed, and with tears running down
her face. It was incredibly moving,
and if I could go back, I would want
to witness it again.
Canada is a beautiful nation; our
geography is stunning and filled with
variety, and our culture is an amalgamation of all the people within it.
Our history, like every nation's, is
marked with both triumph and
tragedy. We have such privilege, and
we also have great poverty. My ultimate goal with this time-travelling
expedition would be to understand
and develop more respect for the circumstances that have shaped this
nation in the past. I want to appreciate it for what it is now, and be as
grateful as the woman in that ceremony for the privilege of living here.
I would want to learn to face the
darker aspects of our history in order
to be able to help in the present.
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The first wonder of the wild west
At 10 a.m. that September morning, the curtain rose on the greatest pioneer pageant ever seen in
North America. More than
60,000 people packed the parade
route along the streets of downtown Calgary. Three thousand
aboriginal riders led the way, representing every band that had ever
lived in or traversed the West.
There were Hudson's Bay
Company factors, missionaries,
traders and even veterans of the
first contingent of North West
Mounted Police that had made
the trek to Fort MacLeod in
1874.
“It was 'The Last and Best Great
West,'” proclaimed its sentimental organizer, Guy Weadick, “the
greatest celebration of its kind in
the world.”
It was Sept. 2, 1912, the opening
day of the very first Calgary
Stampede. On that day, almost a
century ago, nearly all the representatives of a nearly extinct culture - the old, wild West - gathered to pay tribute to a bygone
era. In addition to the First
Nations, the traders and the
mounted police, there were bull
trains, prairie schooners and Red
River carts. Artistic floats depicted
a booming Calgary (then boasting
a population of 47,000 citizens),
while the Duke of Connaught
(Governor General of Canada)
and his entourage offered a taste
of Canada's vice-regal tradition.
Gaggles of journalists wrote
flowery prose for newspapers in
the United States, Britain and

Canada, and motion picture cameras captured the processions for
the newsreels. But, in fact, the
best of the old, wild West was left
to near the end of the three-milelong parade - a thousand horses
and riders - pioneer cowhands,
ranch owners, horse wranglers,
cow-punchers, and the greatest
cross-section of range cowboys
and cowgirls (from Old Mexico to
the Canadian West) ever assembled. For, you see, Guy Weadick's
“The Last and Best Great West”
show was, at its core, a public
contest for the world championships in rodeo skills. A total of
$20,000 would be awarded in
prize money.
Guy Weadick, the mastermind
behind this innovative new twist
to agricultural fairs and exhibitions, was born about as far from
the old West as one could imagine, Rochester, New York, in
1885. At 17, however, he
answered an invitation from some
Manitoba relatives who were
involved in cattle ranching and
horse wrangling in the Dakotas
and Montana. Along for the ride
and the education, Weadick took
up riding, roping and shooting.
He met famous “Wild West
Show” promoter Col. Zack Miller
as well as famous ropers Will
Rogers and Tex McLeod, and
show riders Tom Mix and Goldie
St. Clair. By 1904, Weadick was
starring in his own cowboy show,
doing commentary as he performed rope tricks.
“Toughest trick is the butterfly,”

Weadick would begin. “You start
it like this,” and the rope would
fall into a knot. “So, you start
again like this.” Another knot.
“So you start again and try to
reverse like this.” Another knot.
“In fact,” he would wind up, “the
darned thing is so tough to do, it's
impossible,” whereupon the loop
would start rotating in figure
eights in a perfect butterfly shape.

In the early part of the 20th century, Weadick took his vaudeville
act to New York for the first ever
cowboy contest on Broadway. To
Coney Island for a full season. To
a Command Performance in
Britain. To France, Russia and
western Canada, including
Calgary's Lyric Theatre, where, by
that time, Weadick's wife Florence Benzill (known on stage
as Flores La Due, World's
Champion Lady Fancy Roper) performed with him.
The climax of Weadick's efforts
to give cowboy skills mass appeal

came in 1910 when he convinced
Addison P. Day, an American
rancher to offer his livestock to
the rodeo competition. Then
Weadick approached the four
most powerful men in Calgary George Lane, owner of the Bar-U
shorthorn ranch; former CPR
supplier turned meat packer,
Patrick Burns; owner of the A-7
Ranch, A.E. Cross; and the
provincial secretary in the Alberta
Government and rancher, Hon.
A.J. McLean - who donated
$100,000 to stage Weadick's
“greatest outdoor show on earth,”
the Calgary Stampede.
The contestant list in 1912 read
like a who's who of rodeo talent Johnny Mullins, Otto Kline,
Fannie Sperry, Tex McLeod,
Goldie St. Clair, Hoot Gibson,
Red Parker, Oscar Lawrence, Doc
Pardee, Flores La Due and Clem
Gardner, to name a few. Fortythree thousand paid admissions
filled the Stampede's coffers on
the first day alone! The rodeo featured bareback bronc riding, saddle bronc riding, ladies saddle
bronc riding and calf roping. But
the showstopper occurred on day
four, Sept. 5, 1912.
The half-mile wild horse race
featured three-man teams. Each
team paid an entry fee of $10,
drew for horses and then had to
single out that horse from a stampeding herd, mount one member
of the team on the horse, and
make the best time to the finish
line. Cowboy A.D. Kean painted
a picture of the event.
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905-852-6143
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by Ted Barris
“It was three o'clock. A wall-eyed
plunging gray crashed out of the
squeeze-haltering chute, dragging
a line of cowboys behind,” Kean
wrote.
“Hardly a moment passed before
another fighting bronco tore away
from the main corral… until the
whole arena was a maze of frantic
combat that went sliding, rearing,
roaring and falling in nearly every
direction. Tumultuous cheering
swept the bleacher stands and
mingled with the uproar of a rain
storm…
“Riderless horses were everywhere. Luckless cowboys wandered about, some limping and
alone, others dragging their
mauled and muddy saddles
through the furrowed mire. The
crowds by then were standing up,
yelling and laughing with glee.”
For the record, Red Parker won
a Stetson, the $100 prize and all
the mud he could eat. Still, promoters of Guy Weadick's six-day
celebration of the cowboy spirit
summed up the party this way:
“Not alone the kings and emperors of Rangeland, but citizens of
all classes alike have united to
make the Stampede a worthy tribute to those grand old men we all
delight to honour.”
The 100th edition of the Calgary
Stampede opens July 6, 2012.
While an acquired taste, perhaps,
in my book, the first stampede
ranks among the wonders of
Canadiana.
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Time machine or telephone booth
If I had a time machine and
could go back to any point in
Canadian history, where would
I go?
This focus for our Canada Day
issue initially had me intrigued.
It was fun, different, and really,
how hard could it be? I have to
admit, Canadian history class
never really grabbed me the
same way Antiquities and
Greek mythology did, but I
knew about Samuel de
Champlain and the Metis and
the War of 1812. Enough to
know they were Canadian (or
involved Canada), anyway. I
discovered, however, that I wasn't able to just pull a time or
event out of my brain, but that
I actually had to look something up, something that I
would really, really want to go
back to.
I was poking around various
Canadiana sites online when
my cell phone rang beside me. I
glanced down at it, and in that
second it hit me. I wanted to
meet the man who started it all,
I wanted past to meet present
and explore everything that had
happened in between, from
long distance to switchboards to
party lines to Androids. I wanted to meet Alexander Graham
Bell.
More specifically, I wanted to
experience the first phone call.
Quick research confirmed my

suspicions that the first call
between Bell and his colleague
Thomas Watson actually
occurred somewhere in the
United States, I believe in or
around Boston. Those famous
words “Mr. Watson, come here!
I want to see you!” were, in fact,
not uttered on our soil on
March 10, 1876. I knew that
Canada had contributed more
than just a home to Mr.
Bell, however, and I soon
learned that the first long
distance phone call took
place in August of that
same year between
Brantford and Paris,
Ontario, a mere hour or
two from Uxbridge.
Those fledging phone
calls. Those crackly
sounding, early transmissions of the human
voice that required
shouting into a device
that more resembled a
Victorian high-tech version of the old tin-can-andstring apparatus we all played
with as kids, rather than the
sleek appliances we know today.
Imagine if he had known what
his device would become? Who
knew that communication, so
vital to the human existence,
would spread so quickly from
beyond the confines of each
individual community and society, to a network of phones and

systems that don't even require
wires anymore, let alone shouting. Frankly, it boggles my
mind. In the beginning, there
were the words, and the words
were somewhat clear, the conversations short, and the elite
few privileged enough to have a
device that would allow them to
talk to people not right beside
them. (There's a great scene in

one of the episodes of Downton
Abbey where the butler sets
himself up to use the new-tothe-Abbey telephone for the
first time, and is highly embarrassed when caught by the
house-keeper shouting into the
wrong end of it.) Now my
daughter's twelve-year old
friends all have cell phones, and
chide her for not having one
too. She is so not in.

by Lisha Cassibo

Bell himself sounds like he
would have been a tonne of fun
to hang out with. In every picture I've seen, his eyes look so
interested and sincere, with a
love for life dancing in them. In
portraits of his later years he
kind of looks like a wellgroomed
Santa
Claus.
Biographies of him recount that
he was forever curious, forever
thinking and forever “on
the go”. Makes me think
he might have been a little like the scientist
Robin Williams plays in
the movie Flubber. A perfect evening would have
been to sit and listen in
on Bell's first long distance
conversation,
watch as Bell leapt
around in jubilation,
then jumped into his preferred mode of transportation, met up with
the person that was on
the other end of the
phone somewhere and just sat
and listened and sipped tea as
they brainstormed and talked
and dreamed and planned of
what was to come next. The
patent for the phone had
already been filed in the States
(U.S. Patent No. 174 465, for
anyone who's interested), and
the Bell Telephone Company
was well on its way to being
established. The excitement and

the energy at the time must
have been palpable.
Bell was born in Edinburgh,
Scotland, spent a great deal of
his adult life bouncing between
Canada and the United States,
and died on an estate he built
called Beinn Bhreagh, which is
near Braddeck, Nova Scotia. He
was even there when the
Halifax Explosion took place,
and mobilized efforts to assist
the victims. I don't mind that
we have to share A. G. Bell with
both Scotland and the United
States. I still think it's pretty
neat that something so momentous was partially created in
Canada. (I must admit to not
feeling quite so nationalistic
when I get my bill from Bell
every month, but that's a different tale.)
Alexander Graham Bell
changed the face of the globe by
adding electricity to a couple of
tin cans and a string. It is
because of him I get telemarketing calls and have unlimited
talk 'n text. I really would have
loved to be there in those first
few moments. Wonder if I'd tell
him to ix-nay call waiting.
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The beginning of Our Century
Time machines are temperamental pieces of machinery. They
need constant care and tinkering.
Given that the price of failure can
be catastrophic, it’s imperative
you put in the requisite time and
effort in the shop. Imagine what
could happen if one of these
things broke down partway
through its journey. You’re on
your way to witness the first-ever
Grey Cup game and you blow a
piston. You wind up in Spain during the Inquisition with nothing
but a socket set and a bad haircut.
Can you say, “beheading?” What’s
worse is my cell phone coverage
over millennia is spotty at best so
I wouldn’t be able to call my wife
and tell her I’d be late for dinner.
When my kindly editor asked us
to hop in our time machines and
travel to a moment in Canadian
history, I got busy repairing the
old beast. The H.G. Wells 2000
lacks many of the modern conveniences like bucket seats and air
conditioning – which I really
could’ve used the summer I followed Cleopatra around Egypt
(hey, I was young and still trying
to find myself ). But what it lacks
in comfort and style, it makes up
for in reliability. I have a perfect
return record unlike my friend
Stu, last seen wandering the
Everglades with Ponce de Leon,
looking for the Fountain of
Youth.
Turns out all she needed was a
tune up and a new air filter and
she was good to go. But now I

had a bigger problem on my
hands. Which moment in our
history would I choose to visit? I
mean there are so many worthy
moments. Of course, there’s
always the day the Fathers of
Confederation brought Canada
into being. But everybody goes
there and it’s tough to find a parking spot. Or the moment Donald
Smith drove in the last spike to
signal the completion of the CPR
(that would be the Canadian
Pacific
Railway
not
Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation). But I wasn’t
too keen on being in
Craigellachie during flu season. I could watch Henderson
score the goal – again. One
day I’ll really have to get to
Cape Kennedy to witness the
launch of the Space Shuttle
that put the first Canadian in
space.
I thought long and hard and
finally came to a decision. I
hopped into the driver’s seat
and turned the key. The old
beast hummed like it was new
again. The instrument panel
flashed and prompted me to enter
a date setting. I typed in, “January
18, 1904”. The screen went blank
for longer than it should have but
then prompted me for a location.
“The Canadian Club, Ottawa.” I
pressed “Enter.” Nothing. Then a
massive rumble and a sudden
queasy feeling, like being aboard a
fishing boat during a bad storm. I
was rusty at this time travel thing

and had forgotten to take a dose
of Gravol before departing.
In a few seconds and with my
lunch still intact, the Wells came
to a halt. I opened the hatch and
looked around. I had arrived at
my scheduled destination just in
time to see a confident looking
man with a plume of white hair
stride across the stage a few yards
away. Everyone else was looking
at me. I always under-dress for
these things. Those in attende-

nace all looked like penguins –
top hat, tux, and walking stick. I
was wearing jeans and a Leafs tshirt. The guy next to me pointed
at the logo on the shirt and said,
“What the heck is that?”
“Well…um…it’s a long story.”
The man on stage was about to
speak. The din of a few moments
prior had turned to silence.
Wilfred Laurier removed his
glasses and addressed the audi-

by Roger Pires
ence of businessmen and dignitaries. With a slight hitch that
betrayed his francophone roots he
spoke of a young nation with so
much promise. He warned us we
would run into great challenges:
English vs. French, Protestant vs.
Catholic, East vs. West. But
despite these obstacles, he predicted great things to come. “As
the nineteenth century was that
of the United States, so I think
the twentieth century shall be
filled by Canada.” It was the
moment I had risked k.p.
duty in a medieval dungeon
for.
His words would be
prophetic. In its short history,
Canada has emerged as the
gold standard of civility and
decency. We have shown a
shrinking world how to grow
a successful society. We’ve
given the world groundbreaking scientists and Nobel laureates, astronauts and gold
medal athletes, time zones
and Insulin, butter tarts and
Blackberries, the pager and
the television camera, snow blowers and Trivial Pursuit, pablum
and Plexiglass, the garbage bag
and the pacemaker, the caulking
gun and the egg carton. The
social safety net, often the victim
of deficit fighters in government
and business, remains an effective
equalizer. Medicare, another
development of “our century”,
still functions despite the economic logistics of modern society.

Of course, we’re not perfect; we
don’t claim to be. We realize that
our nation is constantly changing
and our place in the world is a
moving target. But isn’t it this way
with all masterpieces? They seldom end up the way we first envisioned them. Just ask Alexandros
of Antioch. He’d thought he had
the ultimate masterpiece when he
carved the Venus de Milo. Then
the kids came charging through
the living room and knocked over
his beloved oeuvre, severing
Venus’ arms at the shoulders.
After he calmed down and
stopped cursing in ancient Greek,
he looked up from his cappuccino
at the armless statue, “You know,
this could work….”
In one of my previous journeys
back in time, I sat at a bar with
MacKenzie King and he told me
about how he used to speak to
dead people. Neat trick, I told
him. How do you do it? He
refused at first, but after a couple
more rounds he agreed to fill me
in on the condition that I’d keep
it a secret. I used King’s little parlour trick to summon Laurier. I
had to ask him what, in a hundred years of missteps and false
starts, would he most like us to do
over? What would be our mulligan? He reflected a moment over
my query then the Knight of the
White Plume raised his noble
chin and said, “That whole poutine thing. Is it just me or …?”.
No Wilf. There’s one we’d love to
strike from the history books.
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With Billy Green the scout
There are many moments in
Canadian history which one could
choose to go back to and experience
if one had the means. But there are
also many stories throughout our
nation’s history that we don’t know
as well, but which are packed with
action, adventure, and pride of our
country.
The following story contains the
historical moment which I would
like to experience due to my interest
in the War of 1812 and the history
of Canada, and also because the
story itself is truly a great escapade.
Being 15, I relate to the protagonist,
who was also a teenager.
I hope readers will agree that the
story of Billy Green, the Scout, is
one which should be passed down
from generation to generation to
show that courage and bravery are
two characteristics of a person that
should continue to shine ever so
brightly.
We crept along in the darkness,
already past the picket line where we
had found little confrontation from
the American soldiers standing
guard, as they were either drunk,
tired, or both. I had told the British
troops that they must be quiet in
order to make this surprise attack
on the opposition. Colonel Harvey
briskly walked closer to me.
“We almost there, kid? We’ve been
walking for over three hours and so
far we’ve found little resistance,” he
said.
“This is the base,” I told him,
“We’re here.” And here we were. We
saw a large collection of small, stout
tents, as well as wagons around a
central fire with a small lingering

flame. Flasks and bottles littered the
ground where we stepped.
“Watch where you tread men, we
don’t want to make a ruckus,”
warned Harvey. He then motioned
for groups of ten of us to go and
each surround a different American
tent. I had roughly estimated before
we had left that there were 4,000
Yanks here, compared to our paltry
700. But we had the element of surprise on our hands. Suddenly
though, one of our soldiers could
not contain his anxiety and he let
out a loud yell. “For King and
Country!” he exclaimed, and
he stormed into a nearby
tent. We all stood there, like
deer in the sights of a musket,
and then we heard some
Americans start to wake up.
“What was that?” one asked,
“Who yelled?” And then,
before we knew it, Harvey
shouted and told us to attack.
Storming into the tent that
was my charge, I pulled my
sword from its sheath. I then
spotted my first Yank and I raised
my sword.
This is the War of 1812, and I am
young Billy Green. This is my story.
I live in Stoney Creek, Upper
Canada, with my brother Levi. I
grew up with many Mohawks of the
area, as I was the first white child to
be born here. One day, Levi and I
were walking close to the Forty Mile
Creek when I spotted a long train of
American
soldiers
marching
towards Ancaster.
“We’ve gotta warn the villagers,”
Levi cried. “The soldiers are gonna
march right into the town and

Sunday, July 1

nobody will be prepared!”
“Don’t go right away, Levi! Let’s
first have some fun,” I cried. Like
the carefree boys we were, that is
exactly what we did for the next
hour: we yelled and hollered, doing
our best impressions of the Mohawk
natives in the nearby forest, so that
we might try and scare the
Americans away.
But Levi then stopped suddenly.
“What are we doing?” he asked.
“The Americans will be on our families and friends in less than a few
hours. Why, I need to go and warn

them now! Come with me or not,
Billy, I’m going!”
Levi then left, and I continued my
imitations. But then I stopped. This
is my moment, I thought, my pivotal moment. The moment where I
can make a difference! There must
be something helpful I can do in
order to save people! I then had it: I
have to warn the British troops in
Burlington Heights about the
oncoming Americans!
By the late setting sun, I had
reached the British camp in the
Heights. I jumped off my horse,
Tip, and I ran to the gates of the
camp. Two soldiers in their crimson
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by Gareth Anderson
coats were standing guard there.
“Sorry son, but we can’t let you in
if you’re not a soldier or not on official business,” one of the ‘Coats told
me.
“This is official business,” I
explained, “for the Americans are
fast approaching Stoney Creek!”
That instantly got me into the base.
I was led to the office of Colonel
John Harvey. I explained the dilemma.
“So, the Americans are thinking of
taking Stoney Creek and then
Ancaster, eh?” asked Harvey. “Well,
that can’t happen. Billy
Green, I am temporarily promoting you to the position of
‘Scout’ so that you can take
us to these Americans. Take
this sword with you as well.
You may need it.”
For the next hour or two,
Harvey arranged his men and
went over the plan. The
attack was to wait until nightfall. The ‘Coats were all
instructed to leave their flints
from their muskets so that no accidental firing took place: the element of surprise was our only hope
against the Americans, with their
large numbers. Harvey then
instructed his troops to fix their
bayonets onto their guns, as this was
to be the weapon used for the
attack.
Once it was nightfall, we were off.
We marched for about two hours by
the light of lanterns carried up at
the front of the regiment.
Occasionally, we had to stop for fear
of being seen by an American scout,
but the noises in the woods were
only a deer or some other small ani-

mal. At one point during our
march, a group of Mohawk natives
of John Norton’s, the infamous
Mohawk chief, joined us. I recognized many of the band, as I had
grown up with a few of them. We
acknowledged each other silently,
knowing that this might be our last
night.
Three hours later, I was there,
holding my sword high in the sky.
My eyes were fixed on the Yank who
had just woken up and was staring
at me with his bloodshot eyes…
By the time the battle was over and
our troops had left, around 300
Americans had been killed or at
least wounded, and we had taken
some prisoners, including two of
their Generals. The Americans, not
knowing what to do after the successful surprise attack, left, leaving
everything behind including those
dead and suffering.
That was the end of my story. I really did not get any official recognition for my efforts until I was very
old, years later, when the Dominion
government gave me a pleasant
award of $20. But that did not matter to me. I still felt that in my
moment of significance, the
moment in which I decided to warn
the British troops of the advancing
onslaught, I had made quite a difference for my town, my country,
and myself, as the ‘Battle of Stoney
Creek’ remained an important victory for the British in the War of
1812. My name will continue to
serve as a legend in the area of
Stoney Creek, and my story will
remain forever true.
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Designed Lifestyles
Colour Your World
It is amazing to see how much
black is worn during the summer.
I recently read an article where a

woman asked a “fashion expert”
if it was OK to wear black in the
summer. Of course it is, the
expert wrote. It is elegant, slimming and easy to put together.
Really?

Starring Uxbridge Actress

Jennifer Carroll as Maud
The story of Lucy Maud Montgomery during
her first 15 years in Ontario (1911-26), a time
of simple joys and heart-rending tragedy,
brought to life through Montgomery's own
powerful words.
Conceived and directed by Conrad Boyce

Playing June 28 - September 3
Thursday and Saturday evenings at 7:30 pm
Sunday afternoons at 3:00 pm
Tickets $20 at
Blue Heron Books, Uxbridge,
at the Leaskdale Country Store
or by calling 905-904-0977
for reservations.

This
Friday
at the
Foster
7:30 p.m. 9449 Concession 7
Admission by Donation
JUNE 29 -

DIANA DAVIS

Diana Atherton Davis is often called 'the Flute Elder'. She works with
the healing power of sound, playing Native American Flutes, Quartz
Crystal Singing Bowls and other instruments. The haunting sound of
the Native American Flute touches us on a very deep level. On hearing the voice of her flute and Diana's singing bowls many people
describe the experience as a feeling of deep peace and serenity.
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with Susan Fedorka
The official colour for this year,
in fashion and home wares, is
orange. It isn’t the “new black”, it
is orange.
Like many people, when you say
orange, I think of the colour
most associated with the fruit or
pumpkins. Neither of these
tones are ones that I could wear
or would have in my home.
However, we live in a world of
nuances and ranges, and so, you
might just be able to find an
“orange” for your wardrobe and
your home.
As with all trends, this colour
will soon go out of style as we
move onto the next hot, or must
have, colour. So how to incorporate any colour, including orange,
into your décor? The same way
you would incorporate it into
your all black wardrobe – as an
accessory, at least to start.
Introducing a new colour to
your home is akin to getting a
dramatic new hairstyle. You
know going into the salon that
you want something very different but once there, you may have
a change of heart. If you have
been going to the same stylist for
years, they will hopefully recommend a small, but dramatic
change to help ease you towards
that bold new look.
Bedrooms and powder rooms
are always a good place to try out
new colours. Bedrooms are usually our most personal rooms and
so we tend to be a little bit more
adventurous when decorating
them. Powder rooms, which are
usually quite small, can be a little
outrageous because they are
closed off from the main part of
the house.
To incorporate orange into a
bedroom, start with a subtle
shade such as Benjamin Moore’s
Toffee Orange. When you look at
the range of colours on the
colour chip, you might feel safer
with Perfect Peach as it is not as
bold. If you have come this far,
why not use Toffee on the walls

and Peach on the ceiling? And if
that is just a little too out there
for you, then have your feature
wall in Toffee, and the rest of the
walls, and the ceiling in Peach.
Peach Sorbet on the walls, and
Gerbera Daisy (not sure I have
ever seen a Gerbera Daisy this
colour) would look great in a
powder room, especially with a
bone/ beige sink and toilet.
If your ceilings are not high,
then use the same colour on the
baseboard and trim to make the
walls appear higher.
Over time, you may find that
you really like the Toffee Orange
and you may decide to paint the
entire room that colour. The
tone/shade of your colour will
depend on the amount of natural
and artificial light in the room,

the floor finish and finally the
furnishings.
Today most paint stores will
provide you with either a small
sample jar of a colour or a large
paper swatch. Home renovation
stores also sell sample sizes of drywall so you don’t have to touch
your current walls. Just make
sure that you look at the colour
during the time when you are
most likely to use the room.
If painting your room is just too
daring for you, then start with
something like throw pillows,
tablecloths or place mats. You
might be surprised how refreshing you find a splash of colour in
the summer.
Susan can be reached at
susan.fedorka@designedlifestyles.ca

LONG WEEKEND SPECIAL!
AFTER NOON
FOURSOME WITH CARTS

$125

PLUS HST

FOXBRIDGE GOLF COURSE 905-852-7962
SCRAMBLES 905-852-7323
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Coming Up
THIS WEEKEND
Thurs., June 28 Salad Day 11 am to
1 pm Goodwood United Church. Just $6.
Thurs., June 28 Cruise In Weekly classic car gathering, this year at the Uxbridge
Arena. 6 p.m. to dusk. Entertainment by Bill
McKee.
Thurs., June 28 Maud of Leaskdale
Opening night of one-woman show about the
amazing life of Lucy Maud Montgomery.
7:30 p.m. Historic Leaskdale Church. See
page 19 for more.
Fri., June 29 Fridays at the Foster
Diana Davis, Flute & Crystal Bowls.
Foster Memorial, 9449 Concession 7. 7:308:30 p.m. Admission by donation.
Fri., June 29, 9:30 a.m.
The Oak
Ridges Trail Association is hosting a 2
hr., 10 km moderate to fast pace hike in
Walker Woods. There are hills. No dogs
please. Meet at the parking area on the east
side of the 6th Conc., 2 km south of Durham
21, at Albright Rd. Joan Taylor 905-4772161.
Sat., June 30, 7:00 a.m. The Oak
Ridges Trail Association is hosting a 1+
hr., 4 km moderate pace hike on the Al Shaw
side Trail. Join us for breakfast after the hike.
No dogs please. Meet at the trail entrance
on the west side of Conc. 6, 1.5 km south of
Durham Rd. 21. Joan Taylor 905-477-2161.

Sat., June 30 Clay-Sculpting and
‘Gifts of the North’ Historical Centre,
10am-2:30pm, Cost $15. Kids will learn all
about the stories and folk history behind the
exhibit ‘Gifts of the North’, and create their
own sculpture using modeling clay. A great
opportunity to make some fun art, and learn
about the amazing Culture and history of
Northern Ontario. Bring a picnic lunch.
Ages 9-12.
Sun., July 1 Music Fest 10-11 a.m. at
Reachview Village, Uxbridge. We always
welcome new talent. For more information
please contact Jo at 905-852-6487.
Sun., July 1 Canada Day Great fun for
the whole family at Elgin Park, 5 p.m. till the
fireworks!
Sun., July 1 Zephyr Zion Cemetery
Decoration Service 2:30 p.m. at the
cemetery. If inclement weather it will be held
at the Zephyr United Church.
July 1-14 Fiddler on the Roof Great
musical drama presented by Ryleepuss
Productions. See page 23 for details.

NEXT WEEK
Tue., July 3, 8:00 p.m. The Oak Ridges
Trail Association is hosting a 2.5 hr., 8 km
moderate pace “Full Moon Loop Hike” on
Durham Forest Main Track. Bring water and
a snack. Meet at Durham Region Forest
Main Track, 3789 Conc. 7, Uxbridge. Chris
Johnston 905-852-7524.

Tiger Talk
The valedictorian
by Maggie and
Gareth Anderson
For our final article this year, we had
the privilege of connecting with
Ryan Lamoureux, who was voted by
his peers to be the 2012 USS valedictorian, a real honour to be sure.
After congratulating Ryan, we
asked him how it feels to be coming
to the end of four years as a Tiger.
Ryan said that it is much like when
he came to USS in grade 9: he is
entering a totally new stage in life,
and even though he's ready for this
“next big leap,” there are many
unknowns. Ryan reflected that his
time at USS has “flown by”, and his
advice to new students is that school
is about both academics and the
extra-curriculars and it's important
to jump right in, sometimes “taking
the risk and stepping outside of your
comfort zone.”
When we asked Ryan what stood
out among his experiences at USS,
he said that, “Leadership Camp has
had a huge impact in allowing me to
grow as an individual. Going from
experiencing it as a camper to participating as a member of Leadership
Committee I've recognized just how
life-changing it is. One of my top
highlights at camp this year was seeing grade nine students become
more confident in who they are in a
single weekend.” Other highlights
included spirit events, “Outers club”
camping and ice fishing trips, the
Point Pelee Science birding trip, and

his involvement on different teams.
Other things Ryan has learned
along the way include time management, which he sees as a vital life
skill. He told us: “High school offers
you more freedom to make your
own decisions and become more
independent. I've learned the determination to work hard in both
school and sports even when at times
balancing it all feels tough. I've
learned that setting goals for yourself
is important, whether its school
marks, sports achievements, or plans
for the future. Find whatever it is
that you are passionate about and

you will be able to excel at it, driven
by your genuine interest in it, and
this way every second of work will
feel more enjoyable and worth the
effort.”
Ryan further mused that, “I'm
coming out of high school a completely different person than when I
went in. It gave me opportunities to
try new things; it was where I first
learned how to paint, got to try out
rowing and gained the confidence to
be myself.” From a grade niner who
was just worried about making it
through each day, he benefitted from
what others taught him and he has
tried, in turn, to pass that on down
the line.

Thurs., July 5 Cruise In Weekly classic
car gathering, this year at the Uxbridge
Arena. 6 p.m. to dusk. Entertainment by the
Uncivilized Diplomats Band.
Thurs., July 5 Strawberry Supper
catered by Women’ Institutes of north
Durham in the community hall in the Port
Perry Arena at 6:00 pm. Tickets - adults
$10.00, children 6 and under free - available at the door. Bring the family and friends
and support the Women’s Institute 4 H scholarship fund.
Fri., July 6 Fridays at the Foster Kim
Brown, Guitar/Vocals. Foster Memorial,
9449 Concession 7.
7:30-8:30 p.m.
Admission by donation.
Sat., July 7, 7:00 a.m. The Oak Ridges
Trail Association is hosting a 1+ hr., 4 km
moderate pace hike on the Al Shaw side
Trail. No dogs please. Meet at the trail
entrance on the west side of Conc. 6, 1.5 km
south of Durham Rd. 21. Joan Taylor 905477-2161.
Sun., July 8 Motorcycle Ride for the
Moraine Zephyr Community Centre. 310
Zephyr Rd. Registration: 9:00 AM. $15.00
per motorcycle. Ride on the moraine for
about two hours with return route to Zephyr
for a BBQ lunch. $5.00 per person. In support of the Oak Ridges Moraine Land Trust.
(3,300 acres protected to date). Info: 905473-9523.

UPCOMING
Wed., July 11 Uxbridge Horticultural

Ryan's biggest piece of
advice to new Tigers
(including his youngest
brother, Braden, who this
fall will be joining their
other brother Connor, grade 12, at
USS) is not to be intimidated by the
older students: “They were all grade
nines once too. It's an overwhelming
experience at first, but it's the same
for everyone and you will gradually
feel more comfortable with it all....
Don't let your nervousness make
you lose out on opportunities and
never doubt your potential. High
school is a chance to make connections with other students sharing
similar interests and goals - as well as
trying out something totally new,
just because it intrigues you. Great
things are possible when such mixtures of unique people come together, but you have to take the initiative
and put these actions into motion.”
We also thought this piece of advice
from Ryan was invaluable: “Never
discount the importance of small
acts of kindness.” A simple “hi” in
the hall can change someone's day.
We asked Ryan what he particularly valued about the teachers at USS,
and he said that the support both
from teachers as well as other students is a valuable part of learning
and navigating teenage trials: “Just as
each student is unique, the same
holds true for the teachers; many are
supportive, some are motivational,
others are wildly spirited, and some I
am very happy to be moving on
from. However, all have a part in
shaping the students at USS.” Ryan
said that, “The support of the teachers for their students is the most valued and certainly most long lasting
influence.”
As to who he'll be in the future,
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Society Meeting and Show 7.30 9.30pm. Seniors Centre, 75 Marietta St.
Join us for a presentation on Water Gardens
by Jake Hudson and learn new and creative
ways to incorporate water features into your
garden.
Thurs., July 12 Cruise In Weekly classic car gathering, this year at the Uxbridge
Arena. 6 p.m. to dusk. Entertainment by the
Official Crush Band.
Fri., July 13 Fridays at the Foster
Jane Loewen, Soprano.
Foster
Memorial, 9449 Concession 7. 7:30-8:30
p.m. Admission by donation.
Sat., July 14, 7:00 a.m.
The Oak
Ridges Trail Association is hosting a 1+
hr., 4+ km moderate pace loop hike on the
Al Shaw side Trail. No dogs please. Meet
at the trail entrance on the west side of Conc.
6, 1.5 km south of Durham Rd. 21. Russ
Burton 905-830-2862.
Sat., July 14 It’s Fun to Fly a Kite!
Historical Centre, 10am-12:30pm, Cost
$10. Our most popular program, the museum is perfect for kite flying with lots of wind,
open space, and a birds-eye view of
Uxbridge. Kids will learn all about kites while
they make and decorate their own kite to fly
on the museum grounds and take home.
Bring a picnic lunch. Ages 6-11.

Participants will bring home their new artwork. Taught by a talented local art student.
Ages 12-15.

ONGOING
Uxbridge Parkinson’s Support Group
meets the first Thursday of each month from 1-3
p.m. at the Bridgwater Condo building, 22
James Hill Court off Campbell Drive. All welcome.
The ‘Gifts of the North’ sculpture display
continues at the Uxbridge Historical Centre until
October 6. A unique exhibit of 18 whimsical
sculptures by artist Janet Hannam that illustrate
different aspects of life and culture in northwestern Ontario. Open Wednesday to Sunday and
holidays, regular admission fees apply: Adults
$5, Seniors and Students $4, Children $3,
Family $14. www.uxbridgehistoricalcentre.com.
905-852-5854.
Glen Major Church summer services begin
July 1 through August, 7 p.m. Special speakers
and music. On Concession 7 south of Chalk
Lake Road.

Hospital Auxiliary “Chances Are” Store
on Bascom Street accepting good summer clothing. Proceeds to Cottage Hospital.
If you have a community event you’d like us to
mention,
please
contact
us
at
cosmosboyce@powergate.ca or 905-8521900. The deadline for our next issue is 6 p.m.
Sunday.

Sat., July 14 Beginners’ Sketching
Historical Centre, 1-4pm, Cost $15. Learn
about drawing techniques for portraits, landscapes, still life, and more. This class will be
taught on the museum’s scenic grounds and
in our heritage buildings for inspiration.

Ryan isn't sure right now. Next year
he is off to Trent University for a
double major in Environmental
Science and Biology. He feels very
strongly about protecting the environment for future generations to
enjoy. He also wants to join the varsity rowing club. He said, “My next
step will be to make it through the
four years at university, hoping that
the choices that I get to make now

will be the right ones for me.”
Finally, we want to thank Ryan for
being so honest and thoughtful in
sharing his memories and insights
about USS. We wish him and all our
graduating Tigers every success in
the future, wherever their paths may
lead them. Have a safe and happy
summer, everyone!
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TOWN HALL
by Roger Varley
Notes from the June 18
Council meeting
Council accepts inevitable, supports direct election: Since the
question of directly electing the
chair of Durham Region has
already been settled by the five
southern
municipalities,
Uxbridge council chose Monday
not to buck the trend and voted
in support of direct election.
Councillor Pat Molloy, opening
the short debate, said council
had to support direct election
because the public voted in
favour of the move.
Mayor Gerri Lynn O'Connor
said she agreed with Mr. Molloy,
but continued her criticism of
the way the referendum question
was handled during the last
municipal elections.
"This was totally manipulated,"
the mayor said. "Many people
told me they didn't understand
what they were voting on and
didn't understand the process."
"But we have to abide by the
wishes of the electorate," she
added.
Regional councillor Jack
Ballinger would not be moved,
however.
"It's not a step forward, not a
step backward, but a step sideways," he said. "I won't vote for

it."
When the vote was taken, only
Mr. Ballinger and Councillor
Pat Mikuse were opposed.
Councillor Jacob Mantle, who
was not present at the council
meeting, had stated last week he
was in favour of the move.
Ward re-alignment coming?: A
report to council by deputy clerk
Paul Slipway says a preliminary
review of the township's ward
boundaries shows deviations in
population in the five wards
indicates a full-scale review
might be justified.
His report noted, for example,
that Ward 4, one of the two
urban wards, holds 28 per cent
of the township's eligible voters
while Ward 2 contains only 14
per cent. Mr. Shipway said such
discrepancy shows a boundary
review should be held before the
2014 municipal elections.
Mayor O'Connor predicted,
however, that after the direct
election of a regional chair in
2014 the three northern municipalities will see a reduction in
the number of representatives
they send to region, "so we can
look at ward boundaries then."
Mayor issues warning: Mayor
O'Connor issued a warning to
residents about the potential
hazards of "flying lanterns"
which are available in some
Uxbridge stores. She said the
lanterns, which use heated air
caused by a burning element,
rise in the air like mini-balloons.
She noted, however, that since
they carry burning material and
are not easily controllable, they
have the potential to cause fires.
Councillor Bev Northeast said
she had tried one of the lanterns
and found that even tying a
string to it was less than satisfactory. She said the string could be
burned by the flaming material
at the base of the lantern. She

Interior Design Services
~Colour Consultation ~Space Planning
~Blinds and Shutters ~Custom Draperies
~Furniture and Finishes
~Kitchen and Washroom Design

Ashley Armstrong

416.671.3249 asharmstrong676@hotmail.com

UXBRIDGE MEMORIAL COMPANY
108 Brock Street West, Uxbridge L9P 1P4
Dave & Lori Tomkinson
Tel: 905-852.3472 • 1-888-672-4364 • Fax: 905-852-0085
uxmemco@interhop.net
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said it is nearly impossible to
control where they land.
No Greenbank airport trucks in
Uxbridge?: Mayor O'Connor
and
Regional
Councillor
Ballinger
were
optimistic
Monday that trucks bringing fill
to the Greenbank airport will
not be travelling through
Uxbridge. The mayor has estimated the fill required for the
airport expansion will see 400
truckloads a day for the next
three years.
Asked whether council had
received a reply from the Region
to its recent request that trucks
be banned from Hwy. 47, Brock
Street and Toronto Street, the
mayor said the Township of
Scugog has set down specific
truck routes in its agreement
with the Greenbank airport
owners. She said if trucks do not
adhere to the routes, the contract will be null and void.
"That's a huge thing for us,"
she said, "but we're still pursuing truck traffic from other
places."
Mr. Ballinger noted that
Regional Chair Roger Anderson
had recently told the Region's
public works committee that the
Region has the power to stop
truck traffic from entering heritage urban areas. Mr. Ballinger
said regional staff will prepare a
report on the situation for
Regional Council's first meeting
in the fall.
Zephyr CMX event going ahead:
Luke Dillon of Zephyr says a
CMX motocross event will be
going ahead on his farm on July
21 as planned.
Mr. Dillon said he has obtained
the $10-million insurance that
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the township demanded before
the event could be staged.
He managed to gain a slight
concession from council on the
question of policing, with council agreeing he did not need to
have full-time paid duty police
on hand because the event will
have its own security. He could
not budge council on the number of portable toilets required,
even though he pointed out that
a lot of racers come with their
own trailers equipped with toilets.
USS lauded by mayor: Mayor
O'Connor was full of praise for
the students at Uxbridge
Secondary School after council
received a list of the charitable
donations the school has made
in the last year to a total of
almost $70,000, including
$35,000 raised for the Relay For
Life.
In all, USS made donations to
12 different charities during the
year.
Councillor Northeast added
that it was also necessary to recognize how important the leadership of the school's staff has
been, while Mr. Ballinger suggested the student council be
invited to appear before council
in September.
The mayor took the suggestion
one step further, opining that
the student council could be
invited to attend council's oncea-month evening sessions to
speak about what is important
to them and how council can
help.
"They see with different eyes,"
she said.

THANK YOU
to those who celebrated my 90th Birthday with cards,
gifts, good wishes and attendance at an Open House
held on June 2nd. I appreciate Zephyr Missionary
Church for hosting my friends and relatives.
Special thanks to my daughters, Patricia and Sheila,
their spouses, Kevin and Peter, and my friend
Clara Jones, for organizing the party.
With appreciation,

Irene Doble

GRADS
from page 6
...and are fairly casual about
prospecting on whether a long distance relationship will last.
They're given the task of, if you
were chosen to be valedictorian, and
could say just one thing to your
graduating class, what would it be?
Nicole - “I hope you all succeed in
your future endeavours.” (someone
makes fun that it sounds like something you'd write in the yearbook of
someone you don't know).
Cassie - “Just Crank it.”
Bekka - “Don't worry about the little things.”
Carly - “Don't forget to relax!”
Vanessa - “Move your own mountains, not the ones others expect you
to move.”
They know it's going to be a huge
change, but they feel well-prepared,
supported, and eager for the next
stage of their lives to begin, although
“I am a little afraid of getting into
my program and finding out I don't
like it!” worries Cassie.
The girls begin to discuss other topics, their looming future no longer a
concern. They continue giggling
around the table, and their laughter
can be heard outside. They leave the
shop a few minutes later, and one
calls out “Group Hug!”, and they all
huddle together and squeeze in one
of the few remaining times they will
physically all be in the same place.
To the outsider, it looks like their
hearts will be staying together for
some time to come.
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Cosmos Business Bulletin Board
Tree Service

STAN - Your Local
Handyman

CHECK OUT OUR
NEW LINE OF

905-852-5313

CHAIRS & BARSTOOLS
Early Style Canadian
Handcrafted Pine Furniture

905-852-2275
www.gilldercroft.com

Garage Doors
UPRIGHT

WE’RE YOUR
#1 INVESTMENT

Give me a call - No job too small

905.852.6970 or
(cell) 416-705-6970
stanski@sympatico.ca

9269
3rd Concession

DOOR
SERVICE

GARAGE DOORS•ELECTRIC OPERATORS
Fast dependable service & repairs
Sales & installation of quality doors and operators
www.uprightdoorservice.com
We offer a 10 year pro-rated warranty on
spring & cable repairs

170 Main Street North

905-852-5981

• Bucket Trucks, Professional Climbers
• Pruning, Removals, Stump Grinding

David Watts, B.Sc. (Agr.)

ALEC
LEASK

We will not be undersold.
We service all
makes and models.
We fix it right the first time!

905-852-1981

ISA Certified Arborists
Established 1981 - Fully Insured

www.uxbridgetreeservice.com

RON BROWN AUTO

Licenced
Electrical Contractor
• Residential • Commercial • Industrial

Uxbridge

416-346-8501

ESA #7007371 mnleber@aol.com

L. MARTINS
PAINTING
Interior & Exterior
Wallpapering,
drywall & plaster repairs
Crown moulding Home renovations

905-852-7129

Windcrest

Earthmoving & Haulage

electrical contracting ltd

Excavating • Grading
Sand • Gravel • Limestone
Site Preparation • Trenching
Basements • Driveways
Septic Systems

Paul Fraser
Cell 416.527.0878

905-852-7395

windcrestelectrical@gmail.com

esa #7007893

Classified
Free

LowFUNERAL
& Low
Limited
DIRECTORS
130 Years in Business – 5 Generations
Honesty • Integrity • Fair Prices
Since 1875

Services

Uxbridge Chapel - 23 Main St. S. 905-852-3073
Port Perry Chapel - 1763 Reach St. 905-985-7331

ARE YOU CELEBRATING:
• the birth of a child?
• a wedding?
• a landmark anniversary?
• coming to a new home in Uxbridge?
Your local businesses/professionals
are offering a beautiful personalized
keepsake gift free of charge.

For more details,
please call
Agnes Lobbezoo
at 905-852-5067.

FREE PICKUP OF ANY TYPE OF METAL
OR ELECTRONICS,
GOOD OR NOT:
Appliances, AC, microwaves, batteries, propane
tanks, any type of wire, BBQs, computers,
plumbing fixture, pianos, cars, trucks, boats,
trailers, farm machinery, skidoos, lawnmowers,
motorcycles, etc, etc. NOTHING TOO BIG OR
SMALL, WE TAKE IT ALL. We also clean out sheds,
barns, garages, stores, factories. 905-952-9844
or 905-473-1907. 8/30
FREE TO A GOOD HOME – COMPANION
HORSE: 13 year old Quarter horse gelding with
arthritis. Wonderful disposition – could be light
ridden. Call 905-852-4969. 6/28

THE

WORD OF THE WEEK
“Shout praises to the
Lord, everyone on this
earth!” - Psalms 100:1
UXBRIDGE
BRANCH

905-852-3162

www.biblesociety.ca

COSMOS CLASSIFIEDS
Classifieds are $5 plus HST per week
for up to 20 words,
$10 plus HST for up to 40 words.
Payable in advance by cash, cheque or credit card.
Contact: cosmosboyce@powergate.ca or 905-852-1900
Deadline: Monday 5:30 p.m.

HANDYMAN SERVICE: Painting (Int.-Ext.),
tiling, drywall, carpentry, trim, plumbing, odd
jobs, installation & repair. 905-852-1424.
7/26
D.J. PAVING: Driveway preparation and
paving, repairs, parking lots, hot crack sealing,
skidster work. No job too small. Free estimates.
905-904-3769. 8/30
NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? This is for anyone that does not have transportation available.
We will pick you up, take you to our 10.00 am
Sunday Service,and bring you home after the
Service. No Cost. Come and worship with us. A
good experience. Trinity United Church Uxbridge
call Diane at 852 6213. 6/28
HOME CARE FOR YOUR PETS: Day and
overnight care, your house or ours, no crates or
kennels, reasonable rates, Uxbridge only. 905852-4454. 6/28
LOOKING TO FRESHEN UP YOUR
HOUSE? Call three old guys with paint brushes
for a free quote. Call Mike at 905 852 1836.
6/28
MOTHER’S HELPER – Grade 12 student looking for summer employment in Uxbridge area.
Please call Emma @ 905-852-2385. 6/28
CARPENTRY
AND
HANDYMAN

SERVICES: Quality Decks, Pergolas, Sheds and
Fences. Home Repairs and Renovations.
Property Management. Call Steve at Northwood
Home Services for a free estimate. 905-8521750. 7/26
Wanted
WANTED: STANDING HAY FIELDS OR
FARMABLE LAND - ANY SIZE, ANYWHERE. 416571-1081. 7/26
YOUTH TO WORK ON FARM for the summer. Transportation a must. (905) 852-5568.
7/12
For Sale
23 FT THUNDERCRAFT CABIN CRUISER 1984, Almond Colour with Brown Canvas Cover.
350 Inboard Engine, Excellent Running
Condition, New Prop, Bathroom, Kitchenette
with Cooler, Stove and Sink. Sleeps 4, Teak
Wood Deck, Full Back Bench. Back Swim
Platform with Ladder, Front Bow Rider Plank.
$5,900 or $7,900 includes Tandem Trailer.
Please call Denis: 416-895-8777. 7/12
MAKE YOUR DECK LOOK BEAUTIFUL!
Our Muskoka chairs are sanded and ready to
stain or paint, Chairs $60, footrests $20. Call
905-852-4936. 7/26
SCOOTER - Pride 10, excellent shape, Cost
$3000, asking $1200. 905-852-7786. 7/12
CHAINSAW: Stihl rebuilt MS180C 16” chainsaw. New $350. Sell for $170. 905-640-0436.
6/28
SLIDING GLASS DOORS, 2’6&3/4” x
6’5.5”, $175. Double pane windows, set of 4,
2’1”x4’9”, $200. Screen door insert, 3’ 3/4” x
7’ 8 3/4”, $10. Mens and ladies older style golf
clubs, other items. 905-862-2644. 6/28
For Rent
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT in downtown Uxbridge for rent.
Available July 1, 2012, non smoker, $1,200.00

inclusive one parking spot included. Please
contact Vikki at 905-852-6196 or
vikki@pdturner.com. 6/28
NEWLY RENOVATED spacious 2 bdrm condo
right in town, bsmt garage for 1 car, util extra,
water incl., no smoking $1100/mo, avail sept 1,
call 905-852-1551. 6/28
DOWNTOWN UXBRIDGE: Large, Clean 2
bedroom Apt, Main Level, Parking, Appliances,
Separate entrance, Available July 1st.
$1150/mo. Inclusive. Call/text 647-220-6093.
6/28
SHARE WHOLE HOUSE, recently renovated
room in renovated house,Uxbridge, use of
large yard and driveway. $550 furnished or
unfurnished (905)649-9239. 6/28
UXBRIDGE - MODERN NON-SMOKING
1 bedroom on quiet street. Close to park &
pool. AC & parking included. Private
entrance. A must see. Ideal for single professional or senior. Cable, internet & laundry
available. No pets. $795/mth. Phone (416)
460-8290. 7/26
LOVELY THREE BEDROOM BUNGALOW in
Udora for rent. $1250.00 per month, references and first and last months required, contact 905-806-0656. 6/28
Events
Order your FIDDLER ON THE ROOF tickets at
905-852-1810. Show dates July 1st to 14th.
July 1st all tickets $10.00. For info call mike at
905-852-1836. 6/28
9 DAYS IN JULY POTTERY CAMP at the
farm. Come for one day or more. July 9-11, 1618, 23-25 10am-4pm (before and after avail)
Parents welcome as well!
www.cynthiacupples.com 6/28
SUMMER DRAMA WORKSHOP for kids
ages 8-12. Thursday afternoons (2 hours) downtown Uxbridge studio location. July 12th- August
30th. Learn improv and build confidence. End of
program performance for parents. $200 per
child. Contact asiabutterfly@rocketmail.com to
reserve your spot! 6/28
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Meet Me @ the Library
Sign up for the Summer
Reading Club and Ride to
Read!
What is Ride to Read?
Ride to Read is a partnership of
the eight Durham Region public
libraries
(Ajax,
Brock,
Clarington, Oshawa, Pickering,
Scugog, Uxbridge, and Whitby)
and Durham Region Transit
(DRT). The program is geared
to students in grades JK – 8 to
enable them to access the
Summer Reading Clubs by way
of public transit.
How does it work?

GOING

GREEN
AT 410 AUTO

Specializing in

Rick Callaghan

Volkswagen
Audi
Hybrid
Porsche
European & Asian
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138 Sandiford Dr.,
Unit 5, Stouffville

All elementary school-aged children who register in a Durham
library’s summer reading club
will be able to ride DRT buses at
no charge in July and August,
using their library card as a transit pass with a valid sticker.
Children aged 10 and younger
must be accompanied by a farepaying caregiver while traveling
on the bus and there are two different stickers for each month,
depending on the participant’s
age (one for children aged 10
and younger and one for children 11+).
What does the sticker do?
The sticker gives participants
access 7 days a week on all
Durham Region Transit routes.

Uxbridge
sculptor
Wynn Walters supervises the installation of his
piece at the new campus of Toronto’s Centre
for Addition and Mental
Health (CAMH). The
theme of the sculpture
is "Transforming Lives",
also the slogan of
CAMH. It shows a forest
of trees in winter, with
one brilliant green tree,
representing new life
and hope.

The program does not apply to
DRT’s One Fare Anywhere
agreement with GO Transit on
GO buses in Durham.
Do the participants have to
have their own library card?
Yes. Each participant needs to
have their own library card to
participate. Cards are not transferable.
What’s Happening
@ the Library
Summer Camps July 9-13 and
July 16-20. Check it out @
www.uxlib.com
Summer Reading Program Kickoff July 4 @ 2:00-3:30
Teen Online Summer Reading
Program

GOODWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
283 HIGHWAY 47, GOODWOOD

(905) 649-5342

Udora News
by Lori Tomkinson
After over 30 years of Scouts Canada in Udora, the current leadership has decided that unless there is more interest shown, the
Scouting group in Udora will close. Enrollment has been very low
in current years. If you are interested in enrolling your child in
Udora Scouting please call Russ Burton 905-830-2862. There are
still Scouting groups in Uxbridge and Pefferlaw.
The Hall Board in Udora is currently on summer break, but are
in need of new members to sit on the board. The Hall Board is
mandated with maintenance and care of the community hall.
Members should be residents of Udora, in either the York or
Durham Region. We meet every third Thursday of the month,
beginning again in September. If you are interested in joining
please call Lori Tomkinson 705-228-1046.

JULY 9th-13th

Monday - Friday 2:30-4:30 p.m.

Bible stories, singing, games, crafts, & snacks
FOR BOYS & GIRLS, AGES 4-13
FREE OF CHARGE
ALL WELCOME... REGISTER NOW!
OUR NEWEST TASTE SENSATION! JUST FOR CANADA DAY
BUFFALO CHICKEN STICKS... GET ‘EM WHILE THEY’RE HOT!

•
•
•
•
•

905-642-2886 or 1-877-410-2886(AUTO)
www.410auto.ca

VIEWPOINTS

Free Range Poultry
Farm Fresh Beef
Ontario Lamb
Preservative-Free Deli Meats
Hormone-Free Meats

3 Brock Street West
OPEN SUNDAYS 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

H

ow well do you know the highways and
byways of Uxbridge Township? The first person each week to call into our office number,

905-852-1900, and correctly identify the location
of our photo, will receive a prize; this week, it’s two
tickets for Fiddler on the Roof at the Music Hall. Last
week’s viewpoint (lower photo) was the window of
La Petite Fleur on Brock Street; it was guessed by
Dianne Morris of Uxbridge. We’ll have a new viewpoint next week. Photo by Jennifer Carroll.

Uxbridge Farmers' Market
Opening Day Sunday JuneO4th. 7
Uxbridge Arena 9am-1pm

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS

THROUGH

CT

Crafts,Fruit
Baked
Goods, Artisans,
Fresh
& Vegetables,
Baked Preserves,
Goods,
Frozen Meat,
Plants,
Vegetables,
Fruit,Meat,
Preserves,
Honey,
Maple
Syrup, Frozen
and
much
more.
Crafts, Artisans, Plants and much more...
WeEare
looking
to expand
theLOGO
market
W
’REalways
LOOKING
FOR
A NEW
!
if you Make
Bake it, or Grow
you might
Deadline
forit, submissions
Julyit, 8...
be a perfect fit. Call Lisa Cooper 905-473-9867
Enquiries at steve-lisacooper@coopersfarm.ca
for information.

Ourout11th
Come
andseason
enjoy of
our 5th year
bringing
of the
Uxbridge’s
Uxbridge
best to
Farmers’
Market! you!
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